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Current Economic and
Financial Movements

[Chart 1]
Real GDP growth rates

Economic Movements
Economic Growth
The quarter-on-quarter growth rate of
real GDP accelerated to 0.8 percent in
the first quarter of 2013 as government
consumption and fixed investment

Source : Bank of Korea National Accounts

improved amid the shift of exports to an
increase, continuing the modest recov-

Final consumption expenditures

ery pace since the fourth quarter of last

decreased by 0.1 percent from the previ-

year.

ous quarter. Private consumption posted

[Table 1]

Growth Rates by Component of Expenditure1)

Unit : percent

2012p

2011

2013p

Year

Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

GDP

3.7

2.0

0.8

0.3

0.0

0.3

0.8

Final consumption expenditure

2.3

2.2

1.4

0.3

0.8

0.5

-0.1

(Private consumption)

2.4

1.7

0.8

0.4

0.7

0.8

-0.4

(Government consumption)

2.1

3.9

3.5

-0.1

0.8

-0.6

1.2

-1.0

-1.7

3.1

-3.8

-1.5

-1.6

3.8
2.6

Gross fixed capital formation
(Facilities)

3.6

-1.9

10.4

-7.8

-5.2

-1.8

-4.7

-2.2

-1.5

-1.3

0.7

-1.2

4.1

Exports of goods and services

9.1

4.2

3.9

-0.3

1.9

-1.1

3.0

Imports of goods and services

6.1

2.5

4.3

-1.8

1.8

-0.8

2.5

(Construction)

Notes : 1) Compared with the preceding quarter.
2) p : preliminary
Source : Bank of Korea National Accounts
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a decrease of 0.4 percent from the previ-

Meanwhile, imports of goods and ser-

ous quarter as goods consumption was

vices posted an increase of 2.5 percent

in a sluggish movement led by durables

from the previous quarter, centering on

such as passenger cars, upon the ending

electric machinery and petrochemical

of the lowering of individual consump-

goods.

tion tax. This inactivity served to offset

Production in the manufacturing

the continued growth in services con-

industry posted an increase of 1.3 per-

sumption. Government consumption,

cent from the previous quarter, influ-

meanwhile, swelled by 1.2 percent

enced by an increase in production of

owing to a rise in health insurance bene-

petroleum, coal and chemical goods in

fits.

the wake of brisk exports and a rise in

Facilities investment shifted to a 2.6

the production of electric & electronics

percent increase as investment senti-

equipment, centering on video, audio

ment showed recovery. By sector,

and communication equipment.

investment in machinery increased by

Production in the service industry

1.1 percent, boosted by a recovery in

registered an increase of 0.7 percent,

that in the IT sector, and that in trans-

affected by a rise in the production in

portation equipment expanded by 7.8

the transportation & storage sector, cen-

percent, centering on aircraft.

tering on marine and air transportation,

Construction investment, similarly,

and a hike in production in the infor-

shifted to a 4.1 percent rise from the

mation and communication sector fol-

previous quarter. Building construction,

lowing a rise in the wireless communica-

led by buildings for residential use,

tion and the development & supply of

increased by 4.6 percent, influenced by

software, despite the sluggish restaurant

ground-breaking for large apartment

and lodging business.

complexes. Engineering construction

Production in the construction indus-

also increased by 3.5 percent owing to

try increased by 4.0 percent, influenced

brisk construction of power generation

by a rise in buildings for residential use.

facilities.

Meanwhile, production in the agricul-

Exports of goods and services shifted

ture, forestry and fishing industry

to an increase of 3.0 percent in the first

decreased by 4.4 percent owing to slug-

quarter from the previous quarter.

gishness of vegetable-cultivation activi-

Exports of goods increased centering on

ties.

petrochemical goods amid favorable

Production in electricity, gas and

exports to newly emerging markets,

piped water also declined by 5.6 per-

including China and Southeast Asia.

cent, affected by a decline in demand

Growth Rates of Economic Activity by Sector1)

Agriculture, forestry & fishing

Unit : percent

2012p

2011

2013p

Year

Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

-2.1

-0.6

-6.5

0.2

-2.6

7.9

-4.4

Manufacturing

7.3

2.2

1.6

-0.2

-0.3

0.2

1.3

Electricity, gas & water supply

2.9

2.8

-1.6

0.6

1.3

5.9

-5.6

-4.3

-1.6

-1.4

-1.8

0.9

-2.0

4.0

2.6

2.5

1.1

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.7

Construction
Services

Notes : 1) Compared with the preceding quarter.
2) p : preliminary
Source : Bank of Korea National Accounts

for electric power in the wake of a rise in

recently. However, the pace of the

average temperature and a hike in elec-

recovery seems likely to be modest

tricity charges.

owing to the burden on household

In the future, the Korean economy is
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[Table 2]

debts.2)

expected to keep up its modest growth

Facilities investment is expected to

thanks to gradual recovery of the global

witness a modest rebound, influenced

economy. In the course of the growth,

by the recovery of the global economy

however, such upside risks as accelera-

and the government’s measure to

tion of growth by lowering of interest
rate and execution of extra budgets,

[Chart 2]
Consumer Survey Index

coincide with such downside risks as
expansion of volatility of the yen’s
exchange value and the possibility of
production set back following instability

105

120

103

110

90
99

of power demand and supply.
Consumption is likely to mark a

97

recovery as income conditions1) and

95

consumer sentiment have improved

100

101

80
70
60

Source : Bank of Korea Consumer Survey

1) With the improvement of terms of trade, the GDI growth rate(year-on-year) rose from 2.4% in the
fourth quarter of 2012 to 3.6% in the first quarter of 2013.
2)
Ratio of household debt1)/disposable income
(%)

2009

2010

2011

2012

154.1

158.0

162.9

163.8

Note : 1) Based on total debts of the individual sector(Households+nonprofit corporations) in the
Flow of Funds
Source : Bank of Korea Flow of Funds
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encourage investment. There have been

Construction investment is likely to

improvement in both the OECD com-

continue its upward pace centering on

posite leading indicator, a leading indi-

buildings for residential use and engi-

cator for business and investment, and

neering construction. Construction of

the receipt of orders for domestic

buildings for residential use is expected

machinery. Enterprises’ investment con-

to be brisk in the second new towns in

fidence is also showing signs of picking

the Seoul metropolitan area and in

up in a development centering on

provincial innovation cities where sale

export-oriented and large companies.

and start of construction of apartment
complexes are likely to be expanded.

[Chart 3]
OECD Composite Leading Indicator
and Machinery Order Received1)
(SA, billion won)

(long term trend=100)

Engineering construction is also expected to pick up, affected by expansion of
power generation facilities and the government’s expansion3) of SOC budget.
[Table 3]
Apartment Sales in the Greater
Seoul Area and Apartment
Construction Starts in Inno-Cities
Unit : thousand of households, percent

2012
Note : 1) Quarterly figures are on a monthly average
basis
Source : OECD, Statistics Korea

20131)

Rate of
Increase

Sales in the greater
Seoul area2)

90.7

111.7

23.2

14.1

14.4

2.1

Construction starts in
Inno-Cities

[Chart 4]
Facilities Investments Outlook BSI
105

Note : 1) Including planned figures after May
2) Seoul, Incheon and Gyeonggi-do
Source : Real Estate 114, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport

100

95

90
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85

Source : Bank of Korea Business Survey

Employment and Wages
The number of persons employed
(seasonally adjusted) shifted to an
increase of 43 thousand in the first quarter from the previous quarter. The figure

3) The government’s SOC budget expanded from 23.1 trillion won in 2012 to 25.0 trillion won in 2013
(including 700 billion won in a supplementary budget).

By industry, the number of persons

the growth pace slowing compared with

employed in the service sector posted a

the previous quarter’s increase of 340

sharp rise of 76 thousand. In particular,

thousand.

the number of persons employed in
health & welfare (+82 thousand) rose
sharply influenced by the implementa-

[Chart 5]
Number of Employed
(yoy, ten thousands)

tion of expanded free child-care services

(SA, ten thousands)

and that in the business support service
sector (+66 thousand) continued an
upward pace. On the other hand, the

Current Economic and Financial Movements

rose by 260 thousand year-on-year, its

number of persons employed in manufacturing (-22 thousand) and construction (-35 thousand) decreased owing to
a base effect following the good perforSource : Statistics Korea
Economically Active Population Survey

mance in the previous quarter.
By type of employment status, the

[Table 4]

Employment related Indicators
Unit : thousand persons, percent
2011

2012

Year

Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

2013
Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Apr.~May.

Ⅰ

<S.A.>
Labor force

25,099

25,501

25,405

25,500

25,559

25,523

25,639

25,767

(Participation rate)

61.1

61.3

61.4

61.4

61.3

61.1

61.2

61.3

Unemployment level

855

820

873

838

794

764

837

806

(Unemployment rate)

3.4

3.2

3.4

3.3

3.1

3.0

3.3

3.1

1)

Employment level

(Employment rate)

24,244

24,681

24,532

24,662

24,765

24,759

24,802

24,960

(415.4)

(436.5)

(117.7)

(130.3)

(103.0)

(-6.3)

(42.8)

(50.8)

59.1

59.4

59.3

59.4

59.4

59.3

59.2

59.4

<Non S.A.>
Labor force

25,099

25,202

24,873

25,844

25,760

25,526

25,091

26,062

(Participation rate)

61.1

61.1

60.1

62.3

61.8

61.1

59.9

62.0

Unemployment level

855

740

947

841

770

722

907

811

(Unemployment rate)

3.4

2.9

3.8

3.3

3.0

2.8

3.6

3.1

Employment level2)
(Employment rate)

24,244

24,462

23,927

25,003

24,989

24,804

24,184

25,250

(415.4)

(473.8)

(467.2)

(430.4)

(506.3)

(341.8)

(257.4)

(305.1)

59.1

59.4

57.8

60.2

60.0

59.4

57.7

60.1

Note : 1) Figures in parentheses refer to the change compared with the preceding period.
2) Figures in parentheses refer to the change compared with the same period of the previous year.
Source : Statistics Korea Economically Active Population Survey
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growth pace in the number of waged

ed) increased by 51 thousand on a

workers (+21 thousand) continued cen-

monthly average basis, accelerating its

tering on regular workers (+146 thou-

growth pace from the previous quarter

sand), whereas the number of non-

(+35 thousand on a monthly average basis).

waged workers (-54 thousand) declined

The unemployment rate (seasonally

for the third consecutive quarter.

adjusted) also dropped from the previous quarter.

[Chart 6]
Number of Employed by Industry
(SA, ten thousands)

In the future, the number of persons
employed is expected to keep its upward
momentum on a long-term basis, influenced by the expansion in the proportion of older adults (Those in their
50s~60s) to total population and the
government’s job creation project.4)
However, the number of self-employed
persons, who led the favorable employ-

Note : 1) Includes forestry and fishing
Source : Statistics Korea
Economically Active Population Survey

ment figures last year, is anticipated to
decline owing to a business recession.
Nominal wages in the first quarter
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The employment rate (seasonally

rose by 3.7 percent year-on-year, keep-

adjusted) stood at 59.2 percent, a

ing a similar upward pace to the previ-

decline from the previous quarter,

ous quarter(3.9%). Nominal wages of

affected by a slight rise in the number of

permanent employees increased by 3.8

persons employed. The unemployment

percent, lower than previous quarter

rate posted 3.3 percent, up 0.3 percent-

(4.0%), as the upward pace of overtime

age points from the previous quarter, as

payment(0.8%) and special cash pay-

older adults made more job applica-

ments(1.1%) accelerated, but the

tions, influenced by the government’s

upward pace of regular payments(4.7%)

job creation project initiatives.

slowed down. The nominal wages of

The employment situation appeared

temporary and daily workers picked up

buoyant in April and May. The number

by 5.5 percent, accelerating the upward

of persons employed (seasonally adjust-

pace from the previous quarter(4.0%).

4) Influenced by the settlement (May. 30) of the “labor, management and government’s job agreement”
and the government’s announcement (June. 4) of its “road map plan to push for the employment rate
of 70 percent,” the number of part-time jobs and the employment among youths are expected to
increase.

Rates of Increase of Nominal Wages1)

Unit : percent

2012p

2011

2013p

Year

Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

1.0

5.3

7.8

5.1

4.7

3.9

3.7

-0.9

5.3

7.7

5.2

4.5

4.0

3.8

(Regular payment)

4.8

5.5

5.9

5.6

5.5

5.1

4.7

(Overtime payment)

-8.4

1.0

4.4

3.1

-3.5

0.5

0.8

-19.3

5.8

17.0

3.5

3.0

0.1

1.1

15.1

6.4

13.7

5.5

4.0

4.0

5.5

Nominal wages of employees
Nominal wages of
permanent employees

(Special cash payment)
Nominal wages of temporary &
daily employees
(Manufacturing)

1.6

6.1

10.5

6.1

4.7

3.8

6.0

12.2

4.2

5.5

2.3

3.8

5.2

6.1

(Wholesale and retail trade)

6.3

6.1

9.0

5.8

6.3

3.8

1.4

(Transportation)

0.5

8.2

9.9

7.3

8.5

6.6

6.5

13.0

5.2

5.7

6.8

5.9

2.5

2.3

(Information and communications)

9.1

4.3

7.8

2.0

4.7

3.0

1.4

(Financial and insurance activities)

1.9

4.6

6.3

5.7

0.7

6.0

1.4

(Real estate activities and renting and leasing)

2.6

8.8

10.3

9.5

7.4

8.0

0.4

(Business services)

-8.0

5.3

5.9

5.7

4.7

5.5

4.3

(Education)

-5.4

4.6

4.2

4.6

6.8

3.6

5.3

(Construction)

(Accommodation and food service activities)

Current Economic and Financial Movements

[Table 5]

Note : 1) Compared with the same period of the previous year.
Source : Ministry of Employment and Labor Labor Force Survey at Establishments

By industry, transportation(6.5%) and

percent fall to a 0.7 percent rise, center-

construction(6.1%) posted a high wage

ing on agricultural, livestock and marine

growth rate, whereas real estate & leas-

products and public utility charges.

ing(0.4%) and retail & wholesale(1.4%)

By item, service prices posted a simi-

recorded a lower growth rate than the

lar quarter-on-quarter increase rate to

all-industry average.

the previous quarter. However, prices of
agricultural, livestock and marine prod-

Prices

ucts and industrial goods shifted to an
increase as vegetable prices showed

Consumer prices in the first quarter

unstable movements, affected by heavy

of 2013 marked an increase of 1.4 per-

snowfalls and severe cold waves in win-

cent year-on-year, their upward pace

ter and prices of processed goods and

having slowed from the preceding quar-

petroleum products showed an upward

ter’s 1.7 percent. Compared with the

pace. Electricity, piped water and gas

last month of the previous quarter, they

charges,

shifted from the preceding quarter’s 0.3

unchanged in the preceding quarter,

which

had

remained

9

[Table 6]

Rates of Increase of Consumer Prices1)2)
Unit : percent
2011
Year
Consumer prices

2012
Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

2013
Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Apr.~May.

4.2

1.4

0.8

0.1

0.8

-0.3

0.7

-0.1

(4.0)

(2.2)

(3.0)

(2.4)

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.4)

(1.1)

Agricultural, livestock & marine products

5.8

1.6

4.2

-1.8

5.4

-5.8

2.0

-1.5

Industrial products

5.3

1.3

1.3

0.0

0.3

-0.3

0.8

-0.6

Electricity water supply gas

7.6

3.5

0.2

0.5

2.9

0.0

2.7

0.0

Services

2.8

1.3

0.0

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.3

CPI excluding agricultural
products & oils
CPI excluding food & energy

3.6

1.2

0.0

0.6

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.4

(3.2)

(1.6)

(2.5)

(1.6)

(1.4)

(1.3)

(1.4)

(1.5)

2.7

1.4

0.2

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.3

0.3

(2.6)

(1.6)

(2.2)

(1.5)

(1.3)

(1.4)

(1.4)

(1.3)

Notes : 1) Compared with the last month of the preceding period.
2) Figures in parentheses refer to rates of increase over the corresponding period of the previous year.
Source : Statistics Korea Consumer Price Index

[Chart 7]
Trends of Consumer Prices
(year-on-year, %)

year-on-year, slower than in the previous quarter. Compared with the last
month of the previous quarter, consumer prices shifted to a decline of 0.1
percent as prices of agricultural products
and petroleum goods fell sharply, influenced by a seasonal increase in shipments of vegetables upon the favorable
weather conditions and weak international oil prices.
Core inflation indexes - both the
index (year-on-year) which excludes

Source : Statistics Korea

agricultural products and petroleum
goods and the narrower index (year-on-
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rose sharply owing to a hike5) in electric-

year) that strips out food and energy

ity and city gas fares early this year.

from the CPI - posted an increase of 1.4

During the April-May period of 2013,
consumer prices rose by 1.1 percent

percent, and this upward pace continued during the April-May period.

5) Early in the year, electricity(4.0%, Jan.14), city gas(4.4%, Feb. 22) and regional metropolitan city piped
water(4.9%, Jan. 1) fares were raised.

Unit : percent
2011
Year
Producer prices

2012
Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

2013
Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Apr.~May.

4.3

-1.2

1.7

-1.7

0.5

-1.7

0.5

-0.7

(6.7)

(0.7)

(2.9)

(0.9)

(-0.2)

(-0.9)

(-1.8)

(-2.7)

Agricultural, forestry & marine products

2.6

-3.8

7.4

-8.5

6.8

-8.3

0.5

-3.1

Manufacturing industry products

4.9

-2.7

1.8

-2.3

0.2

-2.4

0.3

-1.0

Electric power, gas & water supply 11.8

2.8

0.8

-0.7

2.8

-0.1

4.2

-0.2

Services

1.2

1.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.1

Export prices
Import prices

2.1
-1.0

-7.2

1.2

-1.8

-1.2

-5.5

2.6

-0.4

(0.2)

(-2.4)

(-0.7)

(-0.7)

(-1.3)

(-6.8)

(-6.5)

(-5.8)

6.1

-9.0

3.2

-6.4

1.5

-7.1

1.1

-1.7

(11.6)

(-0.7)

(5.3)

(0.7)

(-0.9)

(-7.7)

(-10.0)

(-9.7)

Current Economic and Financial Movements

[Table 7]
Rates of Increase of Producer Prices, Export and Import Prices1)2)

Notes : 1) Compared with the last month of the preceding period.
2) Figures in parentheses refer to rates of increase over the corresponding period of the previous year.
Source : Bank of Korea Producer Price Index , Export/Import Price Index

Consumer prices are expected to

2013, they fell by 0.7 percent from the

retain their upward trend of the 1%

last month of the previous quarter as

level going forward, but the upward

producer prices of all items, excluding

pace is likely to accelerate gradually,

service charges, shifted to a downward

affected by a rebound in prices of agri-

pace.

cultural products following bad weather

On a year-on-year basis, export and

in summer, an upward adjustment of

import prices (Korean won basis) in the

some public utility charges and a base

first quarter of 2013 continued a down-

effect following the low inflation rate

ward pace, but shifted to an upward

last year.

pace compared with the last month of

Producer prices (year-on-year) in the

the previous quarter. During the April-

first quarter of 2013 fell by 1.8 percent

May period of 2013, meanwhile, export

year-on-year, registering a faster pace of

and import prices fell compared with

decline than the previous quarter. Com-

the same month of the last year and the

pared with the last month of the previ-

last month of the previous quarter.

ous quarter, however, they rose by 0.5
percent, centering on agricultural,

Real Estate Prices

forestry and marine products, industrial
products such as petroleum and chemi-

In the first quarter of 2013, housing

cal goods, and electricity, gas and piped

prices dropped by 0.2 percent, centering

water. During the April-May period of

on the greater Seoul area.

11

[Table 8]

Rates of Increase in Real Estate Prices1)
Unit : percent
2011
Year
Housing prices

2012
Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

2013
Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Apr.

May.

6.9

0.0

0.5

0.1

-0.4

-0.3

-0.2

0.0

0.0

0.5

-3.0

-0.4

-0.7

-1.0

-0.9

-0.6

-0.1

-0.1

(Outside the greater Seoul area) 15.1

3.1

1.4

0.9

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

12.3

3.5

1.1

0.7

0.6

1.1

0.9

0.4

0.2

11.0

2.1

0.5

0.1

0.5

1.0

0.9

0.4

0.2

(Outside the greater Seoul area) 14.5

4.6

1.7

1.2

0.5

1.2

1.1

0.4

0.2

1.0

0.3

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.1

...

(The greater Seoul area)

Housing leasehold prices
(The greater Seoul area)

Land price

1.2

Notes : 1) Compared with the last month of the preceding period.
Source : Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Kookmin Bank.

By region, housing prices in the

down compared to the same quarters of

greater Seoul area kept a bearish tone

previous years (1.1%, the first quarter of

owing to the continuation of sluggish

2003~2012).

transactions in the wake of the end of
the acquisition tax reduction. Housing
prices outside the greater Seoul area
showed same rate of increase as the pre-

[Chart 8]
Number of Housing Transactions
(Greater Seoul area)
(thousand)

vious quarter(0.4%) centering on
regions where bullish attitudes to development prevailed, including Daegu and
Gwangju.
During the April-May period of 2013,
housing prices across the country steadied, ending a downward trend untill the
first quarter, as mood of buyers in the

Source : Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport

greater Seoul area improved owing to
the April 1 real estate measures.6)
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By region, housing leasehold prices in

Housing leasehold prices in the first

the greater Seoul area continued an

quarter of 2013 rose by 0.9 percent,

upward pace owing to the preference for

however, the rate of increase slowed

housing leasehold following the slug-

6) The government announced a series of measures to activate housing transactions on April 1, 2013,
which include the exemption of acquisition tax for first-time buyers(lifetime) and the exemption of
capital gains tax for five years (End as of Dec. 31, 2013).

exports to EU, exports to the U.S.

ket.

decreased centering on steel and

Outside the greater Seoul area, hous-

machinery, and those to Japan also

ing leasehold prices kept an upward

declined, affected by the weakness of

trend centering on areas where housing

the yen.

prices maintained an upward track.

On the other hand, exports to newly
emerging countries maintained an

[Chart 9]
Buying Confidence Indices
(Greater Seoul area)

upward pace as those to China increased
centering on chemical goods and semiconductors and those to Southeast Asia

Current Economic and Financial Movements

gishness in the housing transaction mar-

enjoyed brisk performance, led by
machinery and semiconductors.

[Chart 10]
Amount of Export and Increase
(billion US dollars)

(yoy, %)

Source : Kookmin Bank, Bank of Korea

In April, housing leasehold prices rose
by 0.4 percent month-on-month and
the upward pace slowed to 0.2 percent
in May as the spring moving season
came to an end.

External Transactions

Source : Korea Customs Service

By item, exports of IT products posted
an increase of 9.4 percent, a sharp rise

During the first quarter of 2013,

from a year earlier, as exports of smart-

exports (customs-clearance basis)

phones increased sharply year-on-year

increased by 0.4 percent year-on-year.

owing to brisk sales and a base effect

By export destination, exports to

and those of semiconductors witnessed

advanced countries, including the U.S.

favorable performance, influenced by a

and Japan, continued to slow, but those

rise in demand for smart parts and com-

to newly emerging markets, including

ponents

China, kept an upward trend.
Amid the continuation of sluggish

Exports of non-IT products decreased
by 1.9 percent as exports of ships con-
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[Table 9]

Exports by Destination and Sector1)
(customs clearance basis)
Unit : billion US dollars, %
2011

Exports

2012

2013
Apr.~May.

Year

Year

Ⅰ

555.2

547.9

134.8

140.1

133.1

139.8

135.4

94.6

(19.0)

(-1.3)

(2.9)

(-1.7)

(-5.8)

(-0.4)

(0.4)

(1.7)

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

U S

(12.8)

(4.1)

(24.4)

(-1.5)

(-0.3)

(-3.4)

(-4.4)

(10.6)

Japan

(40.8)

(-2.2)

(13.6)

(-7.9)

(-7.4)

(-5.1)

(-9.7)

(-11.5)

(4.1)

(-11.4)

(-17.7)

(-14.5)

(-4.6)

(-6.8)

(-9.4)

(-3.7)

(14.8)

(0.1)

(0.7)

(-3.7)

(-2.9)

(6.2)

(6.9)

(16.3)

E U
China
Southeast Asia

(29.6)

(4.6)

(8.8)

(3.2)

(-4.8)

(12.0)

(2.2)

(4.0)

Central & South America

(10.9)

(-8.4)

(-7.6)

(9.2)

(-19.9)

(-14.3)

(-4.8)

(-11.9)

124.6

120.2

27.4

29.1

30.6

33.1

30.0

22.3

(-1.4)

(-3.5)

(-9.7)

(-8.0)

(-3.2)

(7.0)

(9.4)

(16.5)

IT products
Non-IT products
Non-Ship

430.6

427.6

107.4

111.0

102.5

106.7

105.4

72.2

(26.7)

(-0.7)

(6.8)

(0.0)

(-6.5)

(-2.5)

(-1.9)

(-2.1)

500.6

509.7

122.9

127.3

126.9

132.5

126.7

89.4

(19.4)

(1.8)

(6.9)

(-0.2)

(-1.9)

(3.0)

(3.0)

(6.1)

Notes : 1) Figures in parentheses refer to rates of increase compared with the same period of the previous year(%).
Source : Korea Customs Service

[Table 10]

Imports by Sector and Use1)
(customs clearance basis)
Unit : billion US dollars, %
2011

Imports

Non-Crude Oil
Non-Raw materials & Fuels

Raw materials & Fuels
Capital goods
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Consumer goods

2012

Year

Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

2013
Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Apr.~May.

524.4

519.6

133.7

130.4

125.7

129.8

129.7

86.2

(23.3)

(-0.9)

(7.8)

(-2.9)

(-6.9)

(-1.1)

(-3.0)

(-2.5)

423.6

411.3

106.0

103.0

99.8

102.4

103.5

70.7

(18.8)

(-2.9)

(5.2)

(-5.0)

(-8.6)

(-2.5)

(-2.4)

(1.7)

199.7

194.5

49.0

48.2

47.9

49.5

47.9

34.2

(12.2)

(-2.6)

(5.3)

(-5.6)

(-8.0)

(-1.1)

(-2.3)

(4.7)

324.7

325.0

84.6

82.3

77.8

80.4

81.7

52.1

(31.4)

(0.1)

(9.4)

(-1.2)

(-6.2)

(-1.0)

(-3.4)

(-6.7)

146.5

140.4

36.1

34.8

34.2

35.2

34.3

24.3

(8.0)

(-4.2)

(4.9)

(-7.0)

(-10.1)

(-3.9)

(-5.0)

(3.0)

53.1

54.2

13.0

13.3

13.7

14.2

13.7

9.9

(25.7)

(2.0)

(6.4)

(-1.9)

(-2.3)

(6.4)

(5.3)

(9.4)

Notes : 1) Figures in parentheses refer to rates of increase compared with the same period of the previous year(%).
Source : Korea Customs Service

on-year, continuing their downward

drop in order books since the global

pace since the second quarter of 2012.

financial crisis and those of machinery

By commodity group, imports of raw

and steel declined under the influence

materials continued its decline centering

of sluggish business.

on crude oil, and those of capital goods

During April and May of 2013,

decreased owing to sluggish imports of

exports (customs-clearance basis)

machinery. On the other hand, imports

expanded by 1.7 percent year-on-year as

of consumer goods kept their upward

those of IT products and those to newly

trend owing to an increase in imports of

emerging countries showed favorable

grain.

Current Economic and Financial Movements

tinued a steep fall owing to the massive

During the April-May period, imports

performance.
By item, exports of IT products

(customs-clearance basis) continued its

increased by 16.5 percent as those of

decline as those of capital goods were

mobile phones continued their high

sluggish, centering on semiconductor

growth rate owing to the introduction

equipment, amid a decrease in imports

of new models to the market and a base

of raw materials following a fall in crude

effect while those of semiconductors

oil import price and oil refining compa-

rose, affected by a hike in export unit

nies’ facility maintenance.
Meanwhile, the current account in

price.
In case of non-IT products(-2.1%),

the first quarter of 2013 posted a 10.0

exports of ships and steel continued

billion dollar surplus, a decrease from

their poor performance.

the previous quarter. This was largely

Meanwhile, imports (customs- clear-

ascribable to a sharp contraction of the

ance basis) in the first quarter of 2013

export-import gap ( 9.9 billion dollars in

chalked up a decline of 3.0 percent year-

the fourth quarter of 2012

5.7 billion

[Table 11]

Current Account
Unit : billion US dollars
2011

2012

2013
Ⅰ

Apr.

10.0

4.0

Year

Year

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

26.1

43.1

2.6

11.2

14.6

14.8

Goods

31.7

38.3

2.6

8.5

13.3

13.9

9.3

3.6

Services

-5.8

2.7

-0.6

2.3

0.7

0.4

-0.5

1.4

Current Account

Primary Income
Secondary Income

2.9

4.9

1.5

0.8

1.0

1.5

1.4

-1.1

-2.6

-2.8

-0.9

-0.5

-0.5

-0.9

-0.3

0.0

Source : Bank of Korea Balance of Payments
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dollars in the first quarter of 2013). In

foreigners’ massive net purchases of

April, the service account shifted to a

Treasury bonds futures. As of the end of

surplus and the current account posted

March, yields on Treasury bonds (3-year

a 4.0 billion dollar surplus.

maturity) had slipped 0.3 of a percentage point from 2.82 percent at the end
of the previous quarter to stand at 2.52

Financial and Foreign
Exchange Markets
Developments
Financial Markets

percent.
In April, yields on Treasury bonds (3year maturity) showed high volatility,
affected by change in the expectations
of lowering of the policy interest rate
and uncertainty related to the supple-

In the first quarter of 2013, yields on

mentary budget. After falling to a record

Treasury bonds (3-year maturity) fell

low of 2.44 percent on May 2, yields

sharply. In January, they dropped owing

rebounded under the influence of weak-

to concern about the slowdown of the

ened expectation of an additional lower-

domestic economy. After February, they

ing of the benchmark interest rate fol-

continued their downward trend, influ-

lowing the May 9 cut and worries over

enced by strengthening expectations of

the U.S. Federal Reserve’s early tapering

monetary policy easing from the aspect

off its asset purchases, registering 2.78

of the policy mix with fiscal policy and

percent at the end of May. Meanwhile,
the inversion of yields on Treasury
bonds (3-year maturity) and the policy

[Chart 11]
Market Interest Rate Movements
(%)

interest rate, which had lasted for 63
business days from Feb. 6, disappeared
owing to a hike in market interest rates
in the wake of the May policy rate cut.
In the first quarter of 2013, the stock
market fluctuated, sensitively responding to the Japanese yen’s movements,
the status of risk in the euro region and
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foreigners’ net purchases of stocks. In
January, even though stock prices in the
U.S. and other major countries rose,
Note : 1) Average figures of private credit-rating
corporations
Source : Korea Financial Investment Association

those in Korea showed a downward
trend owing to worries over the deterio-

(1980. 1.4=100)

trend owing to re-emergence of con-

(1996. 7.1=1,000)

cerns about the weak yen and eurozone
risk, notably involving Cyprus, but
rebounded considerably in the latter
part of the month, boosted by expectations of government pump-priming
measure. As of the end of March, the
KOSPI stood at 2,005, having risen by
0.4 percent from 1,997 at the end of the

Current Economic and Financial Movements

March, they witnessed a downward

[Chart 12]
Stock Price Movements

previous quarter.
In April, the KOSPI fell back to 1,900

Source : Korea Exchange

owing to the North Korea risk and the
ration of domestic exporters’ perfor-

Bank of Japan’s announcement of the

mance following the weakening of the

easing policy, but showed a modest

Japanese yen and foreigners’ net sales of

upward pace after mid-month, influ-

stocks. In February, they rebounded as

enced by eased concern about the weak-

concern about the weak yen eased. In

ness of the yen, lowering of policy inter-

[Table 12]

Bank Lending and Corporate Funding
(Changes during the period)
Unit : billion won
2011
Year
Bank loan to enterprises

2012
Year

Ⅰ

2013

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅰ

Apr.~May.

39,063

32,855 15,133

10,723

13,618

-6,619

10,875

9,283

(Large enterprises)

27,791

27,090 10,298

10,722

7,289

-1,219

2,553

4,699

(Small and medium enterprises)

11,272

5,765

4,836

1

6,328

-5,400

8,322

4,585

3,879

5,419

4,542

331

1,717

-1,170

5,901

3,827

19,543

17,473

2,742

-151

8,492

6,389

2,091

1,450

Net CP issuance
Net bond issuance
Net equity issuance1)
Bank loan to household
[Including mortgage loans
assigned to KFHFC]2)
(Mortgage loans)
[Including mortgage loans
assigned to KFHFC]2)
(Others incl. overdraft accounts)

9,213

2,776

715

400

333

1,328

605

578

23,940

11,490

-2,763

4,824

1,410

8,019

-4,946

3,523

31,290

29,403

-1,228

7,766

7,506

15,361

1,929

8,092

21,409

10,879

915

3,459

1,111

5,395

-2,173

1,831

28,760

28,793

2,449

6,401

7,206

12,737

4,702

6,400

2,428

685

-3,589

1,317

348

2,610

-2,681

1,732

Notes : 1) Sum of KOSPI and KOSDAQ markets
2) Includes KHFC ‘Bogeumjari’ loans and bank loans assigned to the KHFC.
Source : Bank of Korea
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est rates by the ECB and the BOK, and

quickened as housing transactions

domestic companies’ reporting of favor-

increased, influenced by the extension

able business performance. As of the

of the acquisition tax break favor and

end of May, accordingly, the KOSPI

the government’s April 1 real estate

stood at 2,001, a similar level to the end

measures.

of March.
In the first quarter of 2013, bank

Foreign Exchange Markets

lending to enterprises increased. Bank
loans to small and medium-sized enter-

Over the course of the first quarter of

prises (SMEs) rose sharply, influenced by

2013, the won/dollar exchange rate

banks’ efforts to extend more loans to

showed an upward trend. Early in the

SMEs in keeping with the government’s

quarter, the won/dollar exchange rate

SME-related policy. However, bank lend-

fell owing to the easing of concerns

ing to large enterprises registered only a

about the U.S. fiscal cliff, but shifted to a

slight rise, owing to the expansion in

rise, affected by foreigners’ sales of

their fund mobilization through the

stocks and worries over strengthening of

direct financial market, including the

regulations, including the taxation of

issue of corporate bonds.

foreign exchange transactions.

Meanwhile, the growth of bank loans

Subse-

quently the won/dollar exchange rate

to households (including mortgage
loans) slowed sharply as household
credits (including mortgage loans)
declined owing to a massive reduction

[Chart 13]
Exchange Rate Trend of
Korean Won
(won)

in housing transactions following the
end of the acquisition tax break and
“Minus Bankbook Lending” decreased
in the wake of bonus payments.
During the April-May period, bank
loans to enterprises continued to
increase owing to such seasonal factors
as the demand for loans to pay valueQUARTERLY BULLETIN / JUNE 2013
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added tax and the extension of loans
that enterprises had temporarily paid
back at the end of the previous quarter.
The growth pace of bank lending to
households (including mortgage loans)

Note : The won/dollar exchange rate is based on the
market closing rate, and the won/100 yen
exchange rate is based on the cross rate notified by the Seoul Money Brokerage Services
Limited(SMBS).
Source : Bank of Korea

plex intermeshing as the re-emergence
of the eurozone (Cyprus) crisis and
geopolitical risk factors, including North
Korea’s third nuclear test. As of the end
of March, the Korean won closed the
month at 1,111.1 won per U.S. dollar.
In April, the exchange rate surged
early in the month owing to the
renewed North Korea’s geopolitical risk,

Current Economic and Financial Movements

showed an upward trend amid the com-

but it showed a downward adjustment
later. In May, it rose again, influenced
by concerns about the early reduction of
U.S. quantitative easing. For May, the
Korean won closed the month at
1,129.7 won per U.S. dollar.
Meanwhile, the won/100 yen
exchange rate dropped steadily, affected
by the intensification of the Japanese
yen’s weakness in the wake of the
expectation of the Bank of Japan’s
expansion of its quantitative easing policy. As of March, the won closed the
month at 1,180.1 won per 100 yen.
From early April, the won/ 100 yen
exchange rate plunged owing to the fall
in the yen’s exchange value, recording
1,116.6 won per 100 yen at the end of
May.
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Since 1990, the growth of Korea’s

household consumption remained at a

household income has witnessed a clear

low level of 60.5% of GDP. Accordingly,

slowdown relative to that of gross

problems are arising such as the lower-

national income (GNI), which is very

ing of the capacity for intertemporal

different from the situation in major

consumption smoothing and the

advanced countries, including the U.S.

heightening of consumption volatility.

and Germany. Such a slower growth of

In addition, there is a possibility that the

household income was chiefly ascrib-

slowdown of household income growth

able to the fact that the rate of increase

will weaken the basis of domestic con-

in wages fell behind that in corporate

sumption and negatively affect domestic

operating profits, the operating profit of

investment on a long-term.

small-scale self-employed, including

Considering this situation, it is essen-

those engaged in retail & wholesale,

tial to draw up countermeasures against

restaurant and hotel businesses, posted

the slowdown of household income

slow growth owing to a structural reces-

growth in order to shift toward a growth

sion, and net interest income (interest

model in which domestic consumption

received - interest paid) continued to

and export are balanced, which can

decline owing to a rise in interest paid

achieve a virtuous circle of “income

amid an increase in household debt.

expansion - consumption increase - job

Although almost all (96.6%) house-

creation - accumulation of human capi-

hold disposable income was spent for

tal - sustainable growth - income expan-

consumption in 2012, the proportion of

sion.”

* Team Head, Economic Statistics Department, Bank of Korea (email: ytaikim@bok.or.kr)
** Junior economist, Economic Statistics Department, Bank of Korea (email: jinho09.park@bok.or.kr)

The contents of this paper represent the personal opinions of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the official view of the Bank of Korea. Consequently, when this paper
is reported or cited, please specify the names of the authors.

Ⅰ.Review backgrounds

al account statistics. The income
account represents the details of the dis-

A recent report of the Stiglitz Com-

tribution of income earned in a certain

mittee1) stressed that material well-being

period in each institutional sector that

should be appraised by income and con-

participates in production activity by

sumption, not by production. This

type of trade. As a result, it can be used

means that the focus of economic

to analyze income distribution among

achievement appraisal and economic

institutional sectors, the income &

structure analysis should shift from pro-

expenditure structure and savings.

duction activities, including GDP, to

Moreover, it is useful for grasping the

income generation, income distribution

circulation structure of a country cover-

and the expenditure activities of eco-

ing production - income - consumption

nomic entities, including households

- production.

and enterprises.

The Current Status of Korea’s Household Income and Its Implications

lizing the income account of the nation-

The composition of this paper is as

As the income level in Korea has risen

follows. In Chapter II, we analyze

with per capita GNI reaching $22,708 in

Korea’s household income status

2012, a study and analysis should be

through the income account. In Chap-

stepped up to bring a shift from the past

ter III, we look into the causes of the

export-oriented quantitative growth

slower growth of Korea’s household

method involving “material investment

income and its impact. In Chapter IV,

and low wage labor” to a qualitative

finally, we summarize and put together

growth method characterized by a virtu-

the details of our analysis and draw their

ous circle of “income expansion - con-

implications.

sumption increase - job creation - accumulation of human capital - sustainable
growth - income expansion,” namely, a
growth model to strengthen domestic
consumption.
In this paper, accordingly, we analyze
Korea’s household income status by uti-

1) This was a commission made up of 22 renowned scholars, including Joseph E. Stiglitz and Amartya Sen,
which was established by former French President Sarkozy to develop an “indicator reflecting the quality of life”. Its official title is the Commission on the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social
Progress. Under the recognition of the limits of quantitative growth based on the existing GDP, the
OECD, World Bank and the UN have strengthened their efforts to appraise qualitative growth such as
wealth and well-being from the viewpoint of sustainable growth.
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GNI showing a continuous decline. On

Ⅱ.Household income
status as seen from
the income account

the other hand, the annual average corporate income growth rate (10.9%)
exceeded the GNI growth rate with the
ratio of corporate income to GNI rising.

Gross national income (GNI) is dis-

Viewing the trend during the two

tributed to each group of economic

periods - the 1990s and after the 2000s,

agents, including households, corpora-

the household income growth rate fell

tions and government, which con-

slightly (0.4%p 3) ) behind the GNI

tributed to production activity by offer-

growth rate in the 1990s, but the gap

ing labor and capital. In case of house-

significantly widened to 0.9%p in the

holds, they provide production factors,

2000s (refer to [Table 1]). In contrast, the

such as labor and capital, and secure

corporate income growth rate was simi-

income in forms of wages, interest, divi-

lar (+0.3%p) to the GNI growth rate in

dends or operating profit (small-scale

the 1990s, but it surpassed (+3.1%p) the

2)

self-employed). Corporations do not

GNI growth rate considerably in the

offer labor so that they have no wage

2000s.

income. Instead, they secure such
income as operating profits, interest and
dividends through management and

[Figure 1] Ratio of Income to GNI
by Institutional Sector

providing capital. The government pro-

100

vides administrative service and secures
income such as tax, fine and penalty.
As seen in [Figure 1], Korea’s annual
average household income growth rate

(%)

80
60
40

(8.3%: 1991~2012) has fallen behind the

20

GNI growth rate (9.0%) since the 1990s

0

90 92 94 96 98 00 02 04 06 08 10 12

with the ratio of household income to
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2) This income distribution by economic agent is somewhat different from the distribution between labor
income and operating profit, which is expressed by the ratio of compensation of employees to NI
(wage/(wage+operating profit) indicator. Most of household income is wages, so-called labor income. In
case of small-scale self-employed, they have operating profit and if households have financial assets,
their household income includes interest or dividends . In case of a decrease in the operating profit of
the self-employed, for instance, the ratio of compensation of employees to NI goes up and we can judge
that living conditions of households will improve as most of their income is wages. Actually, however,
self-employed households’ income will go down. In case of analyzing households’ income status,
accordingly, it is more appropriate to use the income account, rather than the ratio of compensation of
employees to NI indicator.
3) GNI growth rate - Household income growth rate

(annual average, %, %p)

(16.6%

23.3%), far surpassing the

OECD average rise in that ratio (2.4%p,
16.1%

18.5%) (refer to [Figure 3]).

1991~2000
91~95

96~00

GNI

16.4

8.0

12.1

Household

16.0
(-0.3)

7.4
(-0.6)

11.7
(-0.4)

Corporation

17.1
(+0.8)

7.9
(-0.1)

12.4
(+0.3)

[Figure 2] Ratio of Household
Income to GNI
85
80

2001~2012

1991

01~05

06~12

~2012

7.6

5.8

6.5

9.0

70

Household

6.7
(-0.9)

4.9
(-0.9)

5.6
(-0.9)

8.3
(-0.7)

65

Corporation

11.6
(+4.0)

8.2
(+2.4)

9.6
(+3.1)

10.9
(+1.8)

GNI

Note: Figures in parentheses represent the gap from
GNI growth rate, %p
Source: Bank of Korea

(%)

75

60

95

00

05
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[Table 1] Income Growth Rate by
Institutional Sector

12

[Figure 3] Ratio of Corporate
Income to GNI
(%)

Meanwhile, comparing the ratio of

25

household income to GNI in Korea with
that in major advanced countries, the

20

ratio in Korea has shown a clear downward trend (refer to [Figure 2]). Korea’s

15

ratio of household income to GNI
dropped by 8.3%p from 1995 (70.6% in
1995

62.3% in 2012), but the average

ratio of the OECD countries, including
the U.S. and Germany, decreased by
only 4.2%p (73.1% in 1995

68.8% in

2011). This indicates that the share of
Korea’s GNI distributed to households

10

95

00

05

12

Note: 1) The OECD refers to the average of 23 countries : Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Mexico,
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland,
United Kingdom, United States, Some countries are not included before 2005
Source: Bank of Korea, OECD, Japanese Cabinet
Office, U.S. BEA

has been decreasing relatively to that in
major countries.
On the other hand, the ratio of corporate income to GNI rose by 6.6%p

23

self-employed operating profit (0.6) and

Ⅲ.Factors underlying
the slower growth rate
of household income
and its influence
1. Factors underlying the
slower growth of household income

net interest income (0.2) (refer to the
[Figure 5]).4)

[Figure 4] Household Income
Growth Rate by Factor (2001~12)
(annual average,%)

15
10
5
0

Korea’s relatively slow growth of

-5

household income compared to GNI

-10

was attributable to the weakening of the

-15

flow of corporate profits to households,

Corporate Household
Income
Income

Wage

Operating Net interest
Profit
Income

including the growth of wages falling
behind the rise in corporate income, a
slight increase in the operating profit of
the self-employed and a dramatic drop

[Figure 5] Change in Ratio of
Household to Corporate Income
and their Contributions by Factor
(compared to corporate income, multiple)

in net interest income. As seen in [Figure 4], the household income growth

4.0

Wage
(0.7)

rate by factor, such as wages and interest, fell behind the corporate income

Operating
Profit
(0.6)

3.0

Net
Interest
Income
(0.2)

growth rate during the 2001~2012, so
Ratio of Household to Corporate Income

that the rate of increase of household
income fell short of that of corporate
income. Accordingly, the ratio of house-

2.0

00

02

04

06

08

10

12

Source: Bank of Korea

hold income to corporate income fell
from 4.2 in 2000 to 2.7 in 2012, which
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A. Weakening of the flow of

was led downward by fall in wages (con-

corporate income to households

tributions to the overall fall in the ratio

First of all, it is judged that the rela-

were 0.7 during the 2001~2012 period),

tively slow growth of household income

4) The contribution of wages to the fall in the ratio of household income to corporate income was calculated by the difference (0.7) between the ratio of household income to corporate income (4.2) under
the assumption that all household income composition items increased at the same level as corporate
income and the comparable ratio (3.5) calculated by applying the real rate at which wages lagged
behind the increase in corporate income. The contributions of self-employed operation profit and of
net interest income were calculated in the same way.

of the flow of corporate income to
households as the rise in wages fell short

[Table 2] Growth Rate of Corporate
Operating Profits and Household
Wages
(annual average, %, %p)

of the increase in operating profits. Of

1991~2000

course, an increase in corporate operating profits, which is the amount that is
Wages1)

(A)

households that own shares of enterpris-

Corporate
Operating
Profits

(B)

es through a hike in the stock price and

Gap

left after paying wages to workers, leads
to a rise in the income or assets of

91~95

96~00

17.4
(+1.1)

6.3
(-1.7)

11.7
(-0.4)

18.4
(+2.0)

7.5
(-0.5)

12.8
(+0.7)

-0.9

-1.2

-1.1

(A-B)

additional payment of dividends on a

2001~2012

medium and long-term basis. Ultimately, it flows into households, and thus

Wages1)

(A)

Corporate
Operating
Profits

(B)

becoming long-term savings from the
viewpoint of the national economy as a
whole. On a short-term basis, however,
operating profits remain as internal
reserves in preparation for the future,
namely, as corporate savings, weakening
the flow to households and resulting in

Gap

01~05

06~12

8.9
(+1.3)

5.6
(-0.1)

7.0
(+0.5)

10.5
(+3.0)

8.7
(+2.9)

9.4
(+2.9)

-1.7

-3.0

-2.5

(A-B)

The Current Status of Korea’s Household Income and Its Implications

is mainly attributable to the weakening

Notes: 1) Proportion to household income in
2012 : 76.3%
2) Figures in parentheses represent the gap
from GNI growth rate, %p
Source: Bank of Korea

a slowdown in the pace of growth in
household income. In fact, the rates of

2001~2012 period while the real value

increase of wages and operating profits

added of the manufacturing industry

show relatively a little difference (1.1%p,

grew by an annual average of 6.0% dur-

operating profit growth rate - wage
growth rate) in the 1990s, but the gap
widens considerably (2.5%p) in the
2000s (refer to [Table 2]).

[Figure 6]
Growth Rate of Value Added and
Employment in Manufacturing
and Services (2001~12)

This was largely attributable to the
low labor absorption capacity of export
& manufacturing, which had led

(annual average,%)

6
4

national economic growth since the foreign exchange crisis. As seen in [Figure

2

6], the number of the employed in the

0

manufacturing industry decreased by an

-2

annual average of 0.2% during the

Source: Bank of Korea, Statistics Korea

Manufacturing

Services
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ing the same period; consequently, production growth failed to bring an
increase in employment.

[Table 3] Growth Rate of Corporate
and Self-employment Operating
Profit
(annual average, %, %p)

1991~2000

B. Low growth of self-employment
91~95

96~00

Self(A)
employment1)

11.2
(-5.2)

9.3
(+1.3)

10.2
(-1.9)

Corporation

18.4
(+2.0)

7.5
(-0.5)

12.8
(+0.7)

-7.2

1.8

-2.6

operating profit
The low growth of operating profit of
small-scale self-employment, which is

(B)

included in the household sector, was
another factor underlying the slowdown

Gap

(A-B)

in household income growth. Com-

2001~2012

pared the growth rate of operating profits from self-employment and from corporation, that of self-employment has
dropped sharply since the 2000s (10.2%
in the 1990s

1.4% during the

2001~2012 period), widening the divergence from that of corporation (gap of
2.6%p in the 1990s

8.0%p during the

2001~2012 period) (refer to [Table 3]).

01~05

06~12

Self(A)
employment1)

1.7
(-5.8)

1.2
(-4.6)

1.4
(-5.1)

Corporation

10.5
(+3.0)

8.7
(+2.9)

9.4
(+2.9)

-8.8

-7.5

-8.0

Gap

(B)

(A-B)

Notes: 1) Proportion to household income in
2012 : 15.6%
2) Figures in parentheses represent the gap
from GNI growth rate, %p
Source: Bank of Korea

This was chiefly ascribable to the fact
that the per capita operating profit

workers to total number of employed

growth rate of self-employment slowed

persons was very high (28.2% in 2012).

down5) sharply as competition intensi-

In this situation, affected by the restruc-

fied and a movement toward enlarge-

turing of the self-employed following

ment and specialization took place in

the active entry of large marts into the

6)
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the traditional service sector , including

market and the spread of non-store

retail & wholesale, restaurants and

retailing such as e-commerce, the num-

hotels. Moreover, compared to major

ber of the self-employed shifted to a

countries, including the U.S. (6.8%) and

decline in the 2000s (1.5% in the 1990s

Japan (11.8%), the ratio of self-

-0.2% during the 2001~2012 period).

employed people and unpaid family

It is judged that these factors also had an

5) The per capita operating profit growth rate of the self-employed is estimated to have fallen from an
annual average of 8.6% in the 1990s to 1.6% during the 2001~2012 period.
6) Based on 2010, the ratio of those engaged in traditional services, including retail & wholesale, restaurants, hotels and transportation business, to the total number of the self-employed was 57.0%.

30

(%)

25

profit growth of the self-employed (refer
to [Figure 7], [Table 4]).
C. Sharp decrease of net interest

20

income

15

Another factor that contributed to

10

the slower household income growth is

5
0

effect on the slowing down of operating

the shifting of net interest income to a
Korea

U.S.

Japan

U.K.

Germany France OECD3)

Notes: 1) The figures are based on 2012 data for
Korea, Japan, U.K. and 2011 data for U.S.,
Germany, France
2) Independent businessman + Unpaid family
workers
3) OECD refers to the average of 33 countries
: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Chile,
Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Iceland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Turkey, United Kingdom, United States,
2011 data for some countries
Source: Statistics Korea, OECD

decline in the 2000s as household debts
increased at a faster pace than household deposits. In the 1990s, interest
received and interest paid of households
showed similar growth rate (annual
averages of 15.0% and 15.8%, respec-

[Table 5] Household Interest
Income Growth Rate

[Table 4] Independent Businessman
and Unpaid Family Workers

(annual average, %, %p)

1991~2000

(ten thousands)

90
Total Employment
Non-salaried
workers
- Independent
businessman
-Unpaid family
workers

95

00

714

752

780

767

(39.5) (36.8) (36.8) (33.6)
507

557

586

617

(28.0) (27.3) (27.7) (27.0)
207

195

193

150

(11.4) (9.5) (9.1) (6.6)

Wage & salary

1,095 1,290 1,336 1,519

workers

(60.5) (63.2) (63.1) (66.4)
08

Total Employment
Non-salaried
workers
- Independent
businessman
-Unpaid family
workers

10

11

12

2,358 2,383 2,424 2,468
737

686

685

697

(31.3) (28.8) (28.2) (28.2)
597

559

559

572

(25.3) (23.5) (23.1) (23.2)
140

127

125

91~95

96~00

Net Interest Income 22.4
[0.6]
(+6.0)

6.2
(-1.9)

14.0
(+1.9)

05

1,809 2,041 2,116 2,286

125

(5.9) (5.3) (5.2) (5.1)

Wage & salary

1,621 1,697 1,740 1,771

workers

(68.7) (71.2) (71.8) (71.8)

Note: Figures in parentheses represent proportion to
total employment, %
Source: Statistics Korea
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[Figure 7] Proportion1) of Non-salaried
Workers2) to Total Employment
in Some Countries (2012)

(-)Interest paid
[5.9]

29.6
(+13.3)

3.5
(-4.5)

15.8
(+3.7)

Interest received
[6.5]

26.6
(+10.2)

4.6
(-3.5)

15.0
(+2.9)

2001~2012
01~05

06~12

Net Interest Income -13.2
[0.6]
(-20.7)

-10.2
(-16.0)

-11.4
(-18.0)

(-)Interest paid
[5.9]

0.4
(-7.1)

7.6
(+1.8)

4.5
(-2.0)

Interest received
[6.5]

-4.3
(-11.8)

4.6
(-1.2)

0.8
(-5.7)

Notes: 1) Figures in square parentheses represent
proportion to household income in 2012, %
2) Figures in round parentheses represent the
gap from the GNI growth rate, %p
Source: Bank of Korea
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tively). In the 2000s, however, interest
received remained hardly changed at an

[Figure 10] Net Interest Income
80

(trillion won)

annual average growth rate of 0.8%, but
interest paid increased by 4.5%, resulting in a sharp decline in net interest

60
40

income (refer to [Table 5]).
This situation can be understood
from the change in the composition of
household assets and debts. In the
2000s, the proportion of shares with no

20
0
95

00

05

10

12

Source: Bank of Korea

interest income to financial assets of
households rose sharply. Accordingly,
interest received in general remained
almost unchanged, but household debts

2. Effects of slower household
income growth

increased at a fast pace, resulting in a
rise in interest paid (refer to [Figure 8],
[Figure 9], [Figure 10]).

income will weaken households’ finan-

[Figure 8] Proportion of Shares and
Interest Received
25

(%)

(trillion won)

20

80
60

cial soundness, causing sluggish consumption, a fall in household saving
ratio, the heightening of consumption
volatility and the slow growth of investment, serving as a factor in the chronic

15
40
10
20

5
0

This slower growth of household

sluggishness of domestic consumption
and in worsening perceptions of the
level of economic activity.

95

00

05

10

12

0

Korean households spent 96.6% of
their income (disposable income) on

[Figure 9] Household Liabilities1)
and Interest Paid
1,200

(trillion won)

consumption, showing a propensity to

(trillion won)

80

consume higher than the OECD average
(95.7%). Nevertheless, the ratio of
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900

60

household expenditure to GDP stood at

600

40

60.5%, far below the OECD average of

300

20

68.4%, owing to the relatively slow

0

95

00

05

Note: 1) Excluding trade credits

10

12

0

growth of household income (refer to
[Figure 11], [Figure 12]).

105

(%)

The slower household income growth
also brought about a lack of savings
capacity, serving7) as a factor pulling
down the household saving ratio8). It

100

restricts private consumption smooth-

95

ing and heightens9) private consump-

90

tion volatility, working as a burden on
stable operation of macro-economy.

85

Korea’s household saving ratio is far
80

2011 2012
Korea

U.S. Japan

U.K.

Germany France OECD3)

[Figure 12] Ratio of Household
Expenditure1) to GDP in Some Countries

below those of France (9.9%) and Germany (8.7%), also falling short of the
OECD average (4.3%) (refer to [Figure
13]). During the 2001~2012 period,

(%)

80

Korea’s private consumption volatility

75

(standard deviation of growth rate) was

70

greater than GDP volatility, in contrast

65
60

to the pattern in major countries

55

(excluding U.K.) (refer to [Figure 14]).

50
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[Figure 11] Ratio of Household
Expenditure1) to Household
Income2) in Some Countries

2011 2012
Korea

U.S. Japan

U.K.

Germany France OECD3)

Notes: 1) Household actual final consumption, which consists
of household consumption and social transfers in
kind provided by the government or NPISHs, such
as education and medical care
2) Adjusted disposable income + Adjustment for the
change in net equity of households in pension funds
3) OECD refers to the average of 24 countries : Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States
4) The figures are based on 2010 data for Switzerland
and 2011 data for other countries
Source: Bank of Korea, OECD, Japanese Cabinet Office, U.S.
BEA

7) A considerable proportion (6.5%) of the fall in household saving ratio (15.8%p) in the 2000s compared
with the 1990s, is considered attributable to the slower income growth. (BOK Economic Brief, January
2011).
8) Household net saving ratio(%)={household net saving / (household net adjustment disposable income
+ change in pension funds’ household net stake*)} 100
* Adjustment of recording the difference between households’ payments to pension funds, including
those for public servants, private school teachers, public school teachers, and defense forces, and their
receipts held as reserves at financial institutions, and regarding this as income that households receive
from financial institutions and adding it to their disposable income.
9) Households have a consumption smoothing tendency by easing changes in intertemporal consumption levels by saving present income or borrowing against future income even if income changes. However, this capacity for consumption smoothing could be compromised in the event that the scope for
saving is lacking or borrowing against future income is restricted.
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[Figure 13] Household Saving Ratio1)
12
10

in [Figure 15], Korea’s corporate saving

(%)

showed a high annual average growth

10.3
8.7

8

rate of 9.9% during the 2001~2012 peri-

7.5
6.2

6

4.6

4

4.3

4.1 4.0

4.3
3.5

-0.1 -0.2
7.6

6.9 5.4

4.3

4.2 4.0 3.7

3.4

1.6 0.9

-0.2

Average
Denmark
Poland
Estonia
Finland
Portugal
U.K.
Japan
Korea
Italy
Netherlands
Spain
U.S.
Czech Republic
Slovenia
Hungary
Slovak Republic
Ireland
Norway
Austria
Belglum
Sweden
Mexico
Germany
France
Switzerland

-2

0.9
9.9

od, but corporate investment increased
by a mere 4.1%. This is attributable to

1.9

2
0

hampering facility investment. As seen

Note: 1) The figures are based on 2012 data for Korea,
2010 data for Switzerland and 2011 data for
other countries
Source: Bank of Korea, OECD, Japanese Cabinet Office,
U.S. BEA

the fact that the slower household
income growth has weakened demand
for corporate products and enterprises
has increased their internal reserves
owing to growing uncertainty about the
future. It seems that domestic investment is affected more heavily by
demand-side factors in forms of domes-

[Figure 14] Volatilities of Private
Consumption and GDP Growth rate1)2)
(%)

1.2

1.20

1.2

1.15

Private Consumption
GDP

0.7

0.79

shortages of investment financial
resources.10)

0.75

0.6
0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5
0.4

Korea

U.S.

Japan

U.K.

Germany France

Note: 1) Standard deviation of growth rate from previous
quarter
2) 2001.1Q~2012.4Q
Source: Bank of Korea, OECD

Meanwhile, considering the correlation between household income and
corporate investment, the probability is
high that the slower household income
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than by supply-side factors, such as

0.9

0.9

0.3

tic demand, above all consumption,

growth will weaken the basis of domes-

[Figure 15] Corporate Saving1) and
Investment2) (nominal)
3.0

(hundred trillion won)

(hundred trillion won)

12

2.4

10

1.8

8

1.2

6

0.6

4

0.0

00

02

04

06

08

10

12

2

Notes: 1) Corporate saving = Corporate disposable
income
2) Private facilities investment
3) Figures in parentheses represent average
annual increase rate during 2001~12, %
Source: Bank of Korea

tic consumption and serve as a factor

10) Refer to the “<Appendix> comparison of household income and corporate income as an investment
decision factor.”

Ⅲ.Summary and
implications

received - interest paid) declined owing
to a rise in interest paid amid an
increase in household debt.

Under the situation in which the

Even though almost all (96.6%)

importance of the analysis of “house-

household disposable income was spent

hold income and consumption” is being

for consumption in 2012, the propor-

stressed globally, in this paper, we have

tion of household consumption

tried to analyze Korean households’

remained at the low level of 60.5% of

income situation and trends and suggest

GDP. Accordingly, problems such as the

possible implications after comparing

lowering of capacity for intertemporal

them with those of many other coun-

consumption smoothing and the

tries.

heightening of consumption volatility

According to the analysis results, the

are arising. In addition, there is a possi-

growth of Korean households’ income

bility that the slowdown of household

has slowed down clearly since 1990

income growth will weaken the basis of

compared to GNI, which is very differ-

domestic consumption and negatively

ent from the cases in major advanced

affect the domestic investment over the

countries, including the U.S. and Ger-

long-term.

many. On the other hand, corporate

Considering this situation, it is essen-

income has shown a higher growth rate

tial to draw up countermeasures against

than that of GNI. Such a slower growth

the slowdown of household income

of household income was chiefly ascrib-

growth in order to shift toward a growth

able to the fact that the rate of increase

model in which domestic consumption

in wages fell behind that in corporate

and export are balanced, which can

operating profits, the operating profit of

achieve a virtuous circle of “income

small-scale self-employed, including

expansion - consumption increase - job

those engaged in retail & wholesale,

creation - accumulation of human capi-

restaurant and hotel businesses, posted

tal - sustainable growth - income expan-

slow growth owing to a structural

sion.”
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slump, and net interest income (interest
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According to the regression results of the investment function using ECM, the influence of household
income on investment was bigger than that of corporate income and had high statistical significance.
According to the long-run equilibrium equation, a 1% rise in household income brought about a 0.90% rise
in fixed investment on a long-term basis, but the influence of corporate income on fixed investment was not
significant. Under the short-run dynamics equation, estimated coefficients were statistically significant for
both variables, but the estimated coefficient (1.26) of household income was bigger than that (0.22) of corporate income.11)
Regression Results for Investment Function (1991~2011, annual)
Long-run equilibrium equation :
GCFt = 1.48+0.00irrt - 0.27***EXCt +0.90***HOUt + 0.08CORPt
(Adj - R2 : 0.97)
Short-run dynamics equation :
GCFt = -0.03** +0.00 irrt - 0.18*** EXCt + 1.26*** HOUt + 0.22*** CORPt - 0.35*ECMt -1
(Adj - R2 : 0.92)
단, GCF : Gross fixed capital formation (real) , irr : Interest rates (CD 91-day),
EXC : Foreign exchange rates (won/U.S. dollar), HOU : Household income,
CORP : Corporate income, ECM : Error correction, : Difference
*, **, *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels
All variables (excluding interest rates) are transformed into natural log and household and corporate income
are deflated using CPI
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< Appendix > Comparison of household income and corporate income as
an investment decision factor

Correlation analysis on 17 countries among the OECD-member countries from which relevant materials could be obtained also showed a similar result. The correlation coefficient between household income
and investment was 0.93, far exceeding the correlation coefficient between corporate income and investment standing at 0.57(refer to [Figure 16], [Figure 17]).

[Figure 16] Relation between
Household Income1) and Investment2)

[Figure 17] Relation between
Corporate Income1) and Investment2)

(annual average, %)

(annual average, %)
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4
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4

0
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-10

0
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20

Corporate Income

Notes: 1) Disposable income 2) Gross fixed capital formation
3) The figures are based on 2002~10 data for Japan and 1996~11 data for other countries
Source: Bank of Korea, OECD, Japanese Cabinet Office, U.S. BEA

11) After regressing the long-run equilibrium equation using OLS, we confirmed that a stable equilibrium
exists between investment and explanatory variable through testing for cointegration about residuals.
The previous period’s error correction term coefficient of short-run dynamics equation was negative
and statistically significant. Accordingly, even if the dependent variable and independent variables
gets out of equilibrium on a short-term basis, these always return to equilibrium. As a result, this
model is judged to be appropriate statistically.
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Flow of Funds in 2012
(Tentative)

As the financial assets of households
and nonprofit institutions serving

I. Overview

households increased at a faster pace
than their financial debts, the net finan-

Total financial assets outstanding

cial assets (financial assets - financial

amounted to 11,618.0 trillion won at

debts) of households and nonprofit

the end of 2012, an increase of 6.4 per-

institutions

cent from the end of the previous year.

increased by 129.9 trillion won from

households

Viewing the trends of the compo-

1,196.7 trillion won at the end of the

nents of financial assets, the weight of

previous year to 1,326.6 trillion won.

cash and deposits(18.3%

18.3%)

The ratio of financial assets to financial

remained unchanged, and the weights

debts of households and nonprofit insti-

of insurance and pensions(5.4%

tutions serving households also rose

5.9%), bonds (19.1%

from 2.08 times at the end of the previ-

19.7%) and

shares and other equity (16.9%
17.4%) rose, but that of loans (18.2%
17.5%) fell.
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serving

ous year to 2.14 times.
Viewing the trends of the components of financial assets of households

Viewing the financial assets of house-

and nonprofit institutions serving

holds and nonprofit institutions serving

households, the weight of insurances

households (households (including

and pensions(25.7%

small unincorporated enterprises owned

the weights of deposits(45.1% 44.1%),

by households) and nonprofit institu-

beneficiary certificates(3.7% 3.5%) and

tions serving households) increased by

stocks(16.9% 15.9%) all fell.

27.4%) rose, but

182.7 trillion won from the end of 2011

Viewing the details of the composi-

to 2,485.4 trillion won at the end of

tion of financial debts of households

2012, and financial debts expanded by

and nonprofit institutions serving

52.8 trillion won to 1,158.8 trillion won.

households, the weights of borrowings

and other financial institutions(5.2%

fund- raising and fund utilization.
The scale of the non-financial corpo-

6.2%) climbed, but those from credit-

rate sector’s fund-raising decreased from

specialized institutions (8.4%

the 151.5 trillion won of the previous

8.3%),

deposit- taking institutions (69.4%

year to 127.9 trillion won, influenced by

68.5%) and public financial institu-

a sharp decline in borrowings from

tions(2.8%

deposit-taking institutions(33.8 trillion

2.7%) dropped.

Reviewing the trends of fund- raising

won

-0.9 trillion won).

and fund utilization by sector, the scale

In the case of households and non-

of the non- financial corporate sector’s

profit institutions serving households,

funds shortage (fund-raising - fund uti-

the scale of fund-raising declined.

lization) narrowed from 76.5 trillion

Accordingly, the scale of the funds sur-

won in the previous year to 59.9 trillion

plus (fund utilization - fund-raising)

won amid a decrease in the scale of both

increased from the 54.5 trillion won of

[Chart 1]

Flow of Funds in 2012 (Tentative)

from insurance companies(8.2% 8.3%)

Flow of Funds during 2011 (Summary)
(trillion won)
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(non-financial corporations, general

the previous year to 86.5 trillion won.
In the case of the government sector,

government, households and nonprofit

the scale of the funds surplus narrowed

institutions serving households)

from the 23.3 trillion won of the previ-

decreased from the 186.9 trillion won of

ous year to 22.1 trillion won in 2012

the previous year to 156.9 trillion won.

amid a decrease in the volume of both
fund-raising and funds utilization. The
overseas sector saw the scale of its funds
shortage widen from the 29.8 trillion
won of the previous year to 53.7 trillion

Ⅱ. Financial Assets and

Debts

won.
The scale of financial corporations’

1. Total Financial Assets

funds surplus decreased sharply from
the 28.5 trillion won of the previous

Total financial assets outstanding

year to 4.9 trillion won amid an expan-

amounted to 11,618.0 trillion won at

sion in the volume of fund-raising and a

the end of 2012, an increase of 6.4 per-

decline in that of funds utilization.

cent from the end of the previous year.

The funds supplied by financial cor-

Viewing the trends of the components

porations, excluding the Bank of Korea,

of financial assets, the weight of cash and

to the domestic non-financial sector

deposits(18.3%

[Table 1]

18.3%) remained

Trends of total financial assets1),2)
(year-end, trillion won)
2008

2009

8,612.1

9,490.1

10,328.5

10,915.8

11,618.0

(7.5)

(10.2)

(8.8)

(5.7)

(6.4)

1,589.1

1,699.5

1,851.5

2,001.2

2,126.3

<18.5>

<17.9>

<17.9>

<18.3>

<18.3>

424.2

476.6

534.7

591.4

680.4

<4.9>

<5.0>

<5.2>

<5.4>

<5.9>

1,678.1

1,863.2

1,996.7

2,086.2

2,291.2

<19.5>

<19.6>

<19.3>

<19.1>

<19.7>

Loans

1,677.5

1,724.9

1,839.0

1,990.5

2,036.7

<19.5>

<18.2>

<17.8>

<18.2>

<17.5>

Shares and other equities

1,149.0

1,580.3

1,881.9

1,842.3

2,022.6

<13.3>

<16.7>

<18.2>

<16.9>

<17.4>

Others3)

2,094.2

2,145.6

2,224.8

2,404.2

2,460.8

<24.3>

<22.6>

<21.5>

<22.1>

<21.2>

Total financial assets

Cash & deposits
Insurances & pensions
Securities
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2010

2011

2012

Notes: 1) Figures in parentheses represent percentage changes from the end of the previous year.
2) Figures in brackets represent shares in total assets.
3) Includes government loans, trade credits, foreign direct investment and miscellaneous financial assets will.

and pension(5.4%

5.9%), bonds (19.1%

19.7%) and shares and other equity
(16.9%

17.4%) rose, but that of loans

(18.2%

17.5%) fell.

[Chart 2]
Component Ratio of Financial Assets
(%) of Households and Non-profit
Institutions Serving Households

(%)
100
80
60

2. Financial assets and liabilities
of the households and
nonprofit institutions serving
households

Flow of Funds in 2012 (Tentative)

unchanged, and the weights of insurance

40
20
0

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Others
Stocks
Beneficiary Certificates
Insurance & Pension reserves
Deposits

The financial assets of households
and nonprofit institutions serving
households increased by 7.9 percent
from the 2,302.7 trillion won at the end
of 2011 to 2,485.4 trillion won at the

3.5%) and stocks (16.9% 15.9%) fell.

end of 2012. Viewing the trends of the

The financial liabilities of households

components of financial assets of house-

and nonprofit institutions serving

holds and nonprofit institutions serving

households expanded by 4.8 percent

households, the weight of insurances

from 1,106.0 trillion won at the end of

and pensions (25.7% 27.4%) went up,

2011 to 1,158.8 trillion won, showing

whereas the weights of deposits (45.1%

slower growth than the 8.8 percent rise

44.1%), beneficiary certificates (3.7%

of the previous year.

[Table 2]
Financial Assets Outstanding of the Households and Non-profit institutions
serving Households1)

(year-end, trillion won)

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

1,697.2

1,963.1

2,187.9

2,302.7

2,485.4

(-1.6)

(15.7)

(11.5)

(5.2)

(7.9)

Deposits

772.1

860.8

959.5

1,039.6

1,096.4

Insurance & Pension reserves

424.2

476.6

534.7

591.4

680.4

Beneficiary certificates

122.9

130.6

98.9

84.3

87.1

Stocks

249.8

340.7

408.9

388.2

394.9

Others2)

128.2

154.4

185.9

199.2

226.6

Financial assets

Notes : 1) Represents households (including small unincorporated enterprises owned by households) and non-profit institutions serving households.
2) Bonds excluding beneficiary certificates, foreign direct investment, etc
3) Figures in ( ) represent rate of change (%) from the preceding year-end.
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[Table 3]
Financial Debts Outstanding of the Households and Non-profit institutions
serving Households1)

(year-end, trillion won)

2008
Financial debts

2009

2010

2011

2012
1158.8

864.9

927.7

1,016.6

1106.0

(8.8)

(7.3)

(9.6)

(8.8)

(4.8)

620.8

660.1

718.3

767.9

793.7

(housing finance loans)2)

239.7

264.2

284.5

-

-

Borrowings from insurance co.

74.2

77.2

79.5

90.7

96.4

Borrowings from depository corps.

Borrowings from credit-specialized inst. 47.7

53.4

72.0

92.6

95.9

Borrowings from public financial inst.

31.4

31.6

30.7

30.5

31.4

Borrowings from other financial inst.3)

33.5

45.1

51.7

57.5

72.3

0.6

1.8

4.9

7.2

8.7

56.7

58.5

59.4

59.6

60.3

Borrowings from government
Others4)

Notes : 1) Represents households (including small unincorporated enterprises owned by households) and non-profit
institutions serving households.
2) Mortgage loans extended by commercial banks
3) Loans extended by securities institutions, other financial corporations and financial auxiliaries
4) Trade credits, miscellaneous financial debts, etc.
5) Figures in ( ) represent changing ratio(%) from the preceding year-end.

[Chart 3]
Component Ratio of Financial Debts
of Households and Non-profit
Institutions Serving Households

(%)
100

8.3%) climbed, but the proportions of
those from credit-specialized institutions
(8.4%

8.3%), deposit-taking institu-

tions (69.4%

68.5%) and public

financial institutions (2.8%

80

2.7%) all

dropped.

60

As of the end of 2012, the net finan-

40

cial assets of households and nonprofit

20

institutions serving households stood at

0

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Borrowings from depository corp.
Borrowings from insurance corp.
Borrowings from credit-specialized inst.
Borrowings from public financial inst
Borrowings from other financial inst.
Other

1,326.6 trillion won, having increased
by 129.9 trillion won from the 1,196.7
trillion won at the end of the previous
year. An increase of 52.8 trillion won in
the debts of households and nonprofit
institutions serving households was
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Viewing the details of the composi-

more than offset by the expansion of

tion of the financial liabilities of house-

182.7 trillion won in holdings of finan-

holds and nonprofit institutions serving

cial assets.

households, the proportion of borrowings from insurance companies(8.2%

(year-end, trillion won)

Financial assets(A)

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

1,697.2

1,963.1

2,187.9

2,302.7

2,485.4

(-26.8)

(265.9)

(224.8)

(114.8)

(182.7)

864.9

927.7

1,016.6

1,106.0

1,158.8

(70.0)

(62.8)

(88.9)

(89.4)

(52.8)

832.3

1,035.4

1,171.3

1,196.7

1,326.6

(-96.8)

(203.1)

(135.8)

(25.4)

(129.9)

Financial debts(B)

Net financial assets(A-B)

Flow of Funds in 2012 (Tentative)

[Table 4]
Trend of Net Financial Assets of the Households and Non-profit institutions
serving Households1)

Notes : 1) Represents households (including small unincorporated enterprises owned by households) and non-profit
institutions serving households.
2) Figures in parentheses indicate the changes compared with the end of the preceding year-end

Meanwhile, the ratio of financial

[Chart 4]
Trends of Financial Assets and
Debts of the Households and
Non-profit institutions serving
Households
(trillion won)
3000

(times)

assets to financial liabilities of households and nonprofit institutions serving
households rose from the previous
year’s 2.08 times to 2.14 times as finan-

2.4

cial assets increased at a faster pace than
2500

2.2

2000

financial liabilities.

2.0

1500
1.8
1000
1.6

500
0

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

1.4

Financil assets(left)
Financil debts(left)
Financil assets/debt ratio(right)

[Table 5]
Ratio of Financial Assets to Financial Debts of Households and Non-profit
institutions serving Households1)
(Outstanding basis)

(year-end, time)

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

1.96

2.12

2.15

2.08

2.14

Note : 1) Represents households (including small unincorporated enterprises owned by households) and non-profit
institutions serving households.
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Ⅲ. Financial Transaction

Characteristics by
Sector

[Chart 5]
Component Ratio of the
Non-financial Corporations Sector’s
External Fund-Raising
(%)
80

Indirect finance
Direct finance
Overseas fundraising
Others

70

1. Non-financial corporate sector

60
50

A. Fund-raising

40

During the year 2012, the volume of

30

fund-raising of the non-financial corpo-

20

rate sector narrowed by 23.6 trillion

10

won to 127.9 trillion won from the pre-

0

vious year’ s 151.5 trillion won.

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Looking at the pattern of fund-raising
in the non-financial corporate sector,

owing to an increase in the issuance of

the amount of indirect financing

commercial paper and corporate bonds.

declined to 17.3 trillion won from the

The volume of fund-raising from over-

48.1 trillion won of the previous year,

seas also expanded from the 15.2 trillion

centering on borrowings from deposit-

won in the preceding year to 15.4 tril-

taking institutions. The volume of fund-

lion won.

raising through direct financing

Owing to a rise in fund-raising at

increased from the 64.0 trillion won in

home and abroad through direct financ-

the preceding year to 72.0 trillion won

ing by the non-financial corporate sec-

[Table 6]

Fund Raising by the Non-financial Corporation Sector
(during period, trillion won)
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Fund raising
Indirect finance1)
(Borrowings from deposit taking inst.)
(Borrowings from other financial inst.)
Direct finance2)
(Commercial paper)
(Corporate bonds)
(Stocks)
(Equity other than stocks)
Borrowings from overseas
Others3)

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

230.4
115.0
107.0
8.1
66.9
12.9
24.6
20.0
8.4
8.4
40.0

152.3
19.4
11.2
8.2
95.4
-8.5
69.6
23.8
9.3
6.1
31.4

117.1
23.4
4.9
18.5
61.5
2.7
28.4
20.6
8.9
4.3
27.9

151.5
48.1
33.8
14.3
64.0
7.7
28.4
15.2
12.1
15.2
24.2

127.9
17.3
-0.9
18.2
72.0
22.0
31.4
12.9
5.5
15.4
23.2

Notes : 1) Borrowings from financial corporations
2) Shares and other equity, commercial paper, corporate bonds, etc
3) Trade credits, borrowings from government, bills payable, etc

Viewing the pattern of funds utiliza-

direct financing during the year 2012

tion by type of financial instrument, the

soared from the 42.3 percent of the pre-

sector’s holdings of commercial paper

vious year to 56.3 percent, and the ratio

and beneficiary certificates declined, but

of fund-raising from overseas climbed

its holdings of securities increased some-

from the 10.0 percent of the previous

what as those of stocks expanded by 14

year to 12.0 percent. However, the ratio

trillion won. Deposits at financial insti-

of fund-raising through indirect financ-

tutions increased by 30.2 trillion won

ing dropped from the 31.7 percent of

owing to an increase in money in trust

the previous year to 13.5 percent.

and deposits for settlement and short-

Flow of Funds in 2012 (Tentative)

tor, the ratio of fund-raising through

term savings.
B. Funds Utilization
C. Financial Deficit

During 2012, the scale of the nonfinancial corporate sector’ s funds uti-

In the year 2012, the financial deficit

lization decreased from the previous

(fund raising - fund utilization = invest-

year’s 75.0 trillion won to 68.0 trillion

ment - savings)1) of the non-financial

won.

corporate sector narrowed to 59.9 tril-

[Table 7]

Fund Utilization by the Non-financial Corporation Sector
(during period, trillion won)
2008

Fund utilization
Deposits in financial institutions
(Transferable & short-term deposits)
(Long-term savings deposits)
(Negotiable certificate of deposits)
(Money in trust)
Securities
(Commercial paper)
(Corporate bonds)
(Beneficiary certificates)
(Stocks)
Foreign claims
Others1)

130.4
48.2
11.9
22.0
7.4
8.2
12.9
-0.1
0.6
-0.2
10.4
23.3
46.0

2009
95.5
55.9
19.0
12.5
11.1
9.6
7.9
-1.9
0.9
-4.2
9.9
18.9
12.8

2010
60.6
5.3
27.3
16.6
-30.6
-7.0
6.8
-0.3
1.5
1.2
4.6
27.5
21.0

2011

2012

75.0
28.9
9.2
13.4
-3.2
6.7
0.1
-0.5
-5.3
-4.5
8.6
22.2
23.9

68.0
30.2
10.3
5.5
-2.5
19.5
2.8
-6.8
2.6
-5.5
14.0
34.9
0.2

Note : 1) Currency, trade credits, bills receivable, etc

1) For the economy as a whole, total investment and total savings are the same(total investment=total savings) so that there is no surplus or deficit of funds. However, each economic sector engages in investment activities with total savings that combine the current surplus, the difference between current
income and expenditure, and the consumption of fixed capital, as their financial sources. Accordingly,
savings and investment are not the same and surpluses or shortages of funds(financial shortages or
funds surpluses) occur.
1) Each economic sector adjusts such a surplus or shortage of funds through financial transactions. As a
result, the difference between savings and investment in each sector from the aspect of the real economy appears as the difference between an increase in financial assets and an increase in financial debts
from the financial transactions aspect.
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[Table 8]

Non-financial Corporation Sector’s Funds Shortage
(trillion won)

Funds shortage

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

99.9

56.8

56.5

76.5

59.9

lion won from the 76.5 trillion won of

from the previous year’s 83.8 trillion

the previous year.

won.
By type of financial institution, fund

2. Households and Nonprofit
Institutions Serving
Households

raising through other financial institutions (5.7 trillion won

14.7 trillion

won) increased, whereas fund raising
through deposit-taking corporations
(59.7 trillion won

During the year 2012, the amount of

26.7 trillion won),

funds raised by households and non-

insurance (7.2 trillion won

profit institutions serving households

won) and credit specialized institutions

came to 52.8 trillion won, a decrease

(10.0 trillion won

5.7 trillion

3.5 trillion won)

[Table 9]
Fund Raising and Utilization by Households and Non-profit institutions
serving Households
(during period, trillion won)
Fund raising(A)
(Borrowings from depository inst.)

2009

2010

2011

68.8

61.8

81.5

83.8

2012
52.8

48.5

38.3

56.1

59.7

26.7

(Borrowings from insurance corp.)

7.5

3.0

2.3

7.2

5.7

(Borrowings from credit-specialized inst.)

3.4

5.8

13.7

10.0

3.5

(Borrowings from other financial inst.1))

1.0

11.7

6.6

5.7

14.7

125.9

145.4

141.8

138.2

139.3

55.8

91.8

95.6

79.1

57.2

-10.5

55.6

33.8

12.7

15.4

59.0

32.5

63.0

47.6

17.6

7.8

-6.3

-19.0

-2.6

-0.8

-1.5

0.7

1.4

-0.2

-5.9

Fund s utilization(B)
Deposits
(Transferable & short-term deposits)
(Long-term savings deposits)
(Negotiable certificate of deposits)
(Repurchase agreements)
(Money in trust)
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2008

-0.4

4.4

5.6

12.8

24.1

Insurances & pension reserves

32.0

52.4

58.1

56.6

89.1

Beneficiary certificates

21.9

-23.2

-31.6

-8.1

-4.7

Stocks

7.4

4.1

1.0

4.5

-9.3

Others2)

7.3

17.8

16.5

6.3

6.8

57.1

83.6

60.3

54.5

86.5

Difference(BA)3)

Notes : 1) Loans extended by securities institutions, other financial corporations and financial auxiliaries
2) Bonds excluding beneficiary certificates, foreign direct investment, etc
3) Positive figures represent financial surplus, negative figures represent financial deficit

of 4.5 trillion won to net sales of 9.3 tril-

The volume of households and non-

lion won.

profit institutions serving households’
utilization of funds rose to 139.3 trillion

Reflecting this fund-raising and uti-

won from the previous year’s 138.2 tril-

lization conjuncture, households and

lion won.

nonprofit institutions serving house-

Looking at the pattern of funds uti-

holds’ funds surplus expanded from the

lized, deposits at financial institutions

previous year’s 54.5 trillion won to 86.5

deceased from the previous year’s 79.1

trillion won.

Flow of Funds in 2012 (Tentative)

ed from the previous year’s net purchase

decreased.

trillion won to 57.2 trillion won owing

3. Government Sector

to a steep decline in long-term savings
deposits, although money in trust
increased.

During the year 2012, the scale of

Meanwhile, the declining pace in the

funds raised by the government sector

volume of beneficiary certificates slowed

decreased from the 33.6 trillion won of

down with net sales dropping from the

the previous year to 33.0 trillion won as

previous year’s 8.1 trillion won to 4.7

the issuance of government bonds

trillion won. The volume of stocks shift-

declined, even though borrowings from

[Table 10]

Fund Raising and Utilization by the Government Sector
(during period, trillion won)

Fund raising(A)
(Government bonds)
(Borrowings from financial institutions)
Fund utilization(B)
Deposits at financial institutions
(Government deposits in BOK)
(Transferable & short-term deposits)
(Long-term savings deposits)
(Repurchase agreements)
(Money in trust)
Government loans
Securities
(Government & public bonds)
(Financial debentures)
(Corporate bonds)
(Stocks)
Foreign claims
Difference(B-A)

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

7.4
14.2
-0.7

51.9
48.9
0.7

39.6
35.0
0.8

33.6
34.5
-0.6

33.0
29.0
3.8

38.0
-7.2
-10.6
6.2
4.1
-2.7
-5.2
7.5
37.6
17.8
-10.6
10.4
10.3
-0.6

42.1
-4.9
-1.0
-1.1
-1.9
-3.3
2.2
12.5
24.4
12.7
-3.7
10.3
-10.6
4.7

52.3
7.0
3.5
5.4
-0.5
-1.0
3.8
18.2
15.9
-2.7
-3.7
1.8
11.3
7.8

56.9
2.0
-1.2
-2.6
3.7
0.5
3.5
14.3
35.7
9.7
-3.0
5.1
14.3
3.0

55.1
-4.9
1.5
4.5
-2.9
-1.2
-6.2
18.8
19.3
3.5
-4.9
3.2
4.5
20.2

30.6

-9.8

12.6

23.3

22.1

Notes : 1) Loans extended by securities institutions, other financial corporations and financial auxiliaries
2) Bonds excluding beneficiary certificates, foreign direct investment, etc
3) Positive figures represent financial surplus, negative figures represent financial deficit
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Korea’s external debts), which had

financial institutions increased slightly.

declined (net withdrawal) by 6.5 trillion

The amount of funds utilized by the
government sector fell from the previ-

won in 2011, dropped (net withdraw-

ous year as investment in securities and

al) by a further 4.3 trillion won in 2012,

deposits at financial institutions

though decelerating the pace of its

decreased, which more than offset an

decline from the previous year.

increase in the overseas operation of its

The overseas sector saw the scale of its

funds. As a result, the government sec-

funds shortages widen from the previ-

tor’s fund surplus narrowed from the

ous year’s 29.8 trillion won to 53.7 tril-

previous year’s 23.3 trillion won to 22.1

lion won.

trillion won.

4. Overseas Sector

5. Financial Corporations
Sector

During the year 2012, the volume of

A. Fund-Raising

the overseas sector’s fund-raising

During the year 2012, the volume of

(increase in Korea’s external assets)

fund-raising by the financial corpora-

expanded from the 23.3 trillion won of

tions sector increased to 275.3 trillion

the previous year to 49.4 trillion won.

won from the previous year’s 264.7 tril-

Meanwhile, the scale of the overseas

lion won.

sector’s funds utilization (increase in

[Table 11]

Looking at the pattern of fund-raising

Fund Raising and Utilization of the Rest of the World Sector
(during period, trillion won)
2008

Fund raising (External claims)(A)

2010

2011

2012
49.4

-129.6

6.3

20.9

23.3

(Overseas securities)1)

-30.4

-2.1

1.3

4.6

28.7

(Foreign exchange holdings)

-69.5

82.0

31.6

13.9

11.5

(Foreign direct investment)
(Others)
Fund utilization (External debts)(B)
(Overseas securities)2)
(Trade credits)
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2009

(Domestic bonds)
(Stock investment by non-residents)
(Others)
Difference(B-A)
Notes : 1) Equity securities and debt securities
2) Debt securities held by non-residents

22.0

21.4

26.8

23.6

26.6

-51.7

-99.5

-38.6

-18.7

-17.5

-133.4

-37.8

-10.7

-6.5

-4.3

3.8

11.7

5.9

14.7

12.5

0.2

2.0

6.2

-2.7

0.3

-0.5

17.5

17.5

11.8

8.7

-35.2

31.0

27.2

-7.7

19.0

-101.6

-99.9

-67.5

-22.6

-44.8

-3.8

-44.1

-31.6

-29.8

-53.7

Fund Raising by the Financial Sector
(during period, trillion won)

By
financial
institution
type

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Fund raising

238.9

150.4

204.2

264.7

275.3

Deposit taking inst.

170.6

-15.4

33.9

99.7

75.6

58.5

-69.1

-24.7

67.4

-13.6

Insurance companies and pension funds

34.3

54.1

62.5

58.7

99.2

Other financial intermediaries

21.4

88.0

70.6

77.1

72.1

238.3

159.7

205.3

200.2

212.8

80.0

14.0

9.0

21.3

69.0

(Financial debentures)

21.6

4.4

5.7

26.4

4.7

(Beneficiary certificates)

64.8

-27.8

-16.2

-15.9

18.0

28.7

-23.4

1.2

14.4

-13.7

-124.0

-78.2

-63.7

36.4

-2.2

(Banks)

Deposits
By
finanacial
instrument

Bonds

Borrowings from domestic financial institutions
Borrowings from the overseas

by financial institution type, fund-rais-

B. Funds Utilization

ing by insurance companies and pen-

During 2012, the scale of the finan-

sion funds expanded (58.7 trillion won

cial corporations sector’s funds utiliza-

99.2 trillion won) from the preceding

tion decreased from the 293.3 trillion

year, but that by deposit-taking institu-

won of the previous year to 280.3 tril-

tions (99.7 trillion won

lion won.

75.6 trillion

won) and that by other financial intermediaries(72.1 trillion won

77.1 tril-

Flow of Funds in 2012 (Tentative)

[Table 12]

Viewing the scale of the financial corporations sector’s funds utilization by
type of financial institution, that of

lion won) both fell.
Looking at the pattern by financial

deposit-taking institutions and other

instrument, the scale of fund-raising

financial intermediaries declined, but

through borrowings from domestic

that of insurance companies and pen-

financial institutions shifted to a net

sion funds both increased.

-13.7

Viewing the pattern by type of finan-

trillion won), but that through deposits

cial instrument, the financial corpora-

(200.2 trillion won

tions sector’s holdings of loans shrank

redemption (14.4 trillion won

212.8 trillion

won) and bonds (21.3 trillion won

sharply, but its holdings of securities

69.0 trillion won) increased.

swelled markedly.

In the meantime, fund-raising from

Meanwhile, overseas fund utilization

overseas narrowed in scale from the pre-

shifted from a net collection of 28.3 tril-

vious year, continuing the net redemp-

lion won to net investment of 23.7 tril-

tion evident since 2008 apart from in

lion won.

2011.
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[Table 13]

Fund Utilization by the Financial Sector
(during period, trillion won)

By
type of
financial
institution

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Fund utilization

255.0

177.3

219.4

293.3

280.3

Deposit taking inst.

100.9

174.8

-7.5

35.3

112.3

(Banks)

75.6

-70.1

-22.4

73.6

-3.6

(Non-banks)

99.2

62.6

57.7

38.7

104.6

Insurance companies and pension funds

33.0

50.4

61.5

65.0

94.7

Other financial intermediaries

32.1

97.7

81.7

81.5

68.6

90.9

-20.3

40.3

24.9

40.6

113.5

120.1

65.3

87.7

171.2

Deposits in financial institutions
Securities
By
financial
instrument

(Financial debentures)

14.6

-4.5

5.2

29.9

-0.8

(Corporate bonds)

13.8

55.3

20.7

34.2

23.2

(Beneficiary certificates)

42.5

-2.2

12.4

-5.8

26.3

(Stocks)

33.7

21.5

-14.2

2.9

23.9

210.8

57.6

105.4

146.9

60.3

-152.2

-21.0

-23.0

-28.3

23.7

Loans
Foreign claims

C. Funds Supply to Non-Financial

34.9 trillion won) increased.

Sectors
During the year 2012, the volume of
funds supplied to domestic non-financial sectors (non-financial corporations,
government, households and nonprofit
institutions serving households) by

300

200

Bank of Korea decreased from the previ-

150

ous year’s 186.9 trillion won to 156.9

100

Loans
Funds Supplied

Securities

50

This was mainly attributable to a
decrease in loans that was concentrated
on deposit-taking institutions. Viewing
this by sector, funds supplied to nonfinancial corporations (99.4 trillion won
QUARTERLY BULLETIN / JUNE 2013

70.5 trillion won) and households
and nonprofit institutions serving
households (82.5 trillion won

(trillion won)

250

financial corporations excluding the

trillion won
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[Chart 6]
Financial Sector’s Supply of Funds
to Non-financial Sectors

51.5

trillion won) decreased, but those supplied to government (5.0 trillion won

0

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

(during period, trillion won)

By
Sectors

2008

2009

2010

Funds supplied

233.9

150.7

141.5

Non-financial corporations sector

167.7

61.8

38.7

99.4

70.5

63.4

58.9

77.9

82.5

51.5

2.8

30.1

24.9

5.0

34.9

Households and non-profit institutions
serving households
Government sector
Loans
Depository corp.

By
financial
instrument

Other financial inst.
Securities

2011

2012

186.9 (100.0) 156.9 (100.0)

177.7

78.9

102.1

155.0

50.5

61.2

92.2

25.9

22.8

28.4

40.9

37.8

42.7

56.2

71.8

39.4

56.9 (30.5) 88.3 (56.3)

130.0 (69.5) 68.6 (43.7)

Commercial paper

12.6

-5.2

4.9

8.2

29.6

Corporate bonds

13.8

55.3

20.7

34.2

23.2

4.4

30.7

24.9

6.3

35.3

25.4

-9.1

-11.0

8.2

0.2

Government & public bonds
Stocks

Flow of Funds in 2012 (Tentative)

[Table 14]
Volume of Funds Supplied1) to Non-financial Sectors2) by the Financial Sector3)

Notes : 1) Securities and Loans
2) Non-financial corporations, government and households and non-profit institutions serving households
3) Excluding BOK
4) Figures in parentheses represent the share of the type of instrument in total funds supplied

[Table 15]

Main Indexes of Flow of Funds during 2011
(year-end, trillion won)
Financial assets(A)

Households
and non-profit
institutions
serving
households

Changes
Financial liabilities(B)
Changes
Net financial assets(A-B)
Changes
Financial assets/liabilities(A/B)
Financial assets(A)
Changes
Financial liabilities(B)
Changes

Non financial
corporations
Financial
corporations

Net financial liabilities(B-A)
Changes
Funds supplied
Non financial corporations
Households and non-profit institutions
serving households
General government

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

1,697.2

1,963.1

2,187.9

2,302.7

2,485.4

-26.8

265.9

224.8

114.8

182.7

864.9

927.7

1,016.6

1,106.0

1,158.8

70.0

62.8

88.9

89.4

52.8

832.3

1,035.4

1,171.3

1,196.7

1,326.6

-96.8

203.1

135.8

25.4

129.9

1.96

2.12

2.15

2.08

2.14

1,309.7

1,468.5

1,613.2

1,680.6

1,744.8

50.8

158.9

144.6

67.4

64.2

1,636.9

1,688.4

1,771.7

1,900.5

1,978.9

310.0

51.5

83.3

128.8

78.4

-327.2

-219.8

-158.5

-219.9

-234.1

-259.2

107.4

61.3

-61.4

-14.2

233.9

150.7

141.5

186.9

156.9

167.7

61.8

38.7

99.4

70.5

63.4

58.9

77.9

82.5

51.5

2.8

30.1

24.9

5.0

34.9

Notes : 1) Represents households (including small unincorporated enterprises owned by households) and non-profit
institutions serving households.
2) Changes from the end of the previous year.
3) Excluding shares and other equities and direct investment
4) The volume of funds supplied to domestic non-financial sectors by financial corporations excluding the
Bank of Korea during period.
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Summary of
Financial Stability Report

[Chart 2]
Financial Stability Index (FSI)1)

[Chart 1]
Financial stability map1)2)

100

2012.4~2012.9
2012.10~2013.3

100
Asian financial crisis

Financial
markets

80

80

10
Global financial
crisis

60
Debt servicing
capacity of business sector

5

40

40

0

Crisis stage

20

Debt servicing
capacity of
household
sector

60

Banks

0
1996 1998
Domestic &
global economies

Notes: 1) The closer to the center, the greater the degree
of stability
2) Financial system dimensions
Macroprudential soundness condition dimensions

20

Warning stage

Foreign
exchange
soundness

2000

2002

2004 2006

2008

2010

0
2012 2013.2

Note: 1) The Financial Stability Index is measured based
on values from 0 (min) to 100 (max). The closer it
gets to 100, the higher the level of instability.
<During Asian financial crisis (Jan. 1998)=100>
Source: The Bank of Korea

nomic recovery being delayed the
The Korean financial system has ge
erally been stable, despite the uncertai
ties concerning economic conditions
domestically and abroad. External economic conditions have improved with
QUARTERLY BULLETIN / JUNE 2013
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the easing of international financial
market unrest and declines in economic
uncertainties in the United States and
China since the second half of 2012.
However, amid the domestic eco-

household debt servicing capacity has
not improved, with the household debtto-disposable income ratio increasing
slightly for example. Corpo-rations’
financial soundness has also worsened,
owing to declines in their profitability
and increases in their loans-to-assets
ratios.
In the banking sector which is pivotal
part of the financial system, the prof-

recent improvements in macropruden-

credit risks related to the household and

tial conditions.

corporate loans have increased.
However, its overall financial soundness

[Household and Corporate

has maintained a satisfactory level with

Financial Soundness]

for instance capital adequacy improv1⃞ With the domestic economic recov-

ing.
The volatility of financial market

ery being delayed and the housing

price variables has continued its stable

market sluggishness continuing,

movements at low levels as well, but

households’ financial soundness is

shown a slight increase due to the

not improving. Household debt

recent reemergence of geopolitical risk.

expanded by 5.2% in 2012, with its

Foreign exchange soundness has sus-

rate of increase slowing somewhat

Summary of Financial Stability Report

itability has a little bit worsened and the

tained its favorable situation – due to
continuation of the predominance of
foreign exchange supply over demand
with the current account surplus, to the
heightening of the nation’s external

[Chart 3]
Rates of household debt1) and disposable income increase, and household
debt-to-disposable income ratio
160

(%)

(%)
Household debt-to-disposable income ratio (LHS)

debt repayment capacity given the

16

Rate of household debt increase (RHS)
Rate of household disposable income increase (RHS)

increase in its foreign reserve holdings,

12

etc.
These changes in macroprudential

8

120

soundness conditions and the stable
state of the financial system are shown

4

in the financial stability map. The
1)

Financial Stability Index (FSI) 2) has
meanwhile been sustaining a downward
trend since August 2012, reflecting the

80

2003

2006

2009

2012

0

Note: 1) Based on household credit
Source: The Bank of Korea

1) The financial stability map presents a comprehensive picture of stability in six dimensions – three concerning the financial system (the financial markets, banks and foreign exchange soundness) and three
on macroprudential soundness conditions (the domestic and global economies, the debt servicing
capacity of the household sector and the debt servicing capacity of the business sector). If the decile
reading of a particular dimension is 5~6, this may be seen as a degree of stability in that dimension corresponding to its average levels in the past (since 1995).
2) The Financial Stability Index (FSI) is an index created by converting a variety of different financial stability indicators into a single index, and can be used as one of the indicators for judging overall macroprudential conditions. For further details, please refer to the April 2012 Financial Stability Report, <Box
IV-1> “Outline of Financial Stability Index (FSI)”.
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compared to 2011 (8.1%). However,

loan amounts are continuing to

as the rate of increase in household

increase, and the household loan

income fell short of this, the ratio of

delinquency rate among these bor-

household debt to disposable income

rowers is also continually rising.

rose slightly (134% at end-2011 →

In these circumstances, the share in

136% at end-2012).

total lending by consumer finance

While financial institutions have
strengthened their risk management
recently, a credit divide is in progress

[Chart 5]
Multiple loan amount, number of
multiple loan borrowers, and loans
amount per multiple loan borrower

as low income borrowers such as
those having low credits move to

(trillion won, 10,000 persons)
350

Loan amount (LHS)

(million won)
95

Number of borrowers (LHS)

Loan amount per borrower (RHS)

non-bank financial institutions or
consumer finance companies dealing

300

in high-interest rate loans.
90

In line with this, the level of quality

250

of multiple loan borrower debt is
also deteriorating. The number of
multiple loan borrowers from consumer finance companies and their

[Chart 4]
Proportions of household loans to
low credit borrowers1),
by financial sector
100

(%)

Banks

Non-banks

Consumer finance cos.

(%)

200

2010.6

12

2011.6

12

2012.6

12

85

Source: NICE

[Chart 6]
Multiple and non-multiple loan
borrowers’ household loan
delinquency rates
100

5.0

(%)

(%)
5.0

Multiple loan borrowers
Non-multiple loan borrowers

50

50
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50

0

2010.12

2011.12

2012.12

2.5

2.5

0

Note: 1) Grades 7 to 10 among the overall 10 credit ratings
Source: National Information & Credit Evaluation, Inc. (NICE)

0.0

2010.12

Source : NICE

2011.12

2012.12

0.0

banks of loans extended to low credit
delinquents is increasing, and default
risk stemming from the credit divide

[Chart 7]
Operating income-to-sales ratios, by
company size
10

(%)

(%)
All

Large enterprises

10

SMEs

is becoming concentrated in certain
areas of the financial sector.
[Chart 6]
Proportions of low credit delinquent
borrowers’ loans in total household
loan amounts of each financial
sector1)2)
60

50

8

8

6

6

4

4

2

2
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companies and mutual savings

(%)
0

Consumer finance cos. (45.7 → 46.4)

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

0

Source: KIS-Value
Mutual savings banks (31.7 → 36.5)

40

30

20

Credit-specialized financial cos. (13.3 → 12.5)
Local credit unions (8.3 → 8.4)

10

[Chart 8]
Loans-to-assets ratios, by
company size
30

(%)

(%)
Large enterprises

Insurance cos.
Community credit cooperatives (10.1 → 9.2)

SMEs

30

Banks

0

Notes: 1) The red colors indicate cases in which the 2012
weights increased compared to 2011, as shown
in the parentheses (end-2011 weight → end2012 weight).
2) Low credit borrowers’ (who have at least one
delinquent loan in any sector) loans-to-total
household loan amounts of each sector
Source: NICE

27

27

24

24

21

21

18

2⃞ In the corporate sector, financial
structure stability has also deteriorat-

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

18

Source : KIS-Value

ed, with the loans-to-assets ratios
increasing amid declining profitabili-

building, construction and shipping

ty due for example to the delays in

industries, whose business slumps

economic recovery at home and

are continuing. The deterioration in

abroad.

profitability is becoming significant
among companies in the shipbuild-

There are concerns about increases in

ing and construction industries, a

defaults of companies in the ship-

considerable number of whose oper-
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ating incomes declined substantially
or reversed into deficit in 2012. The
financial soundness of shipping
industry companies is being greatly

[Chart 10]
Expected Default Frequencies1) in
major industries
Construction
Shipping

threatened, given their reporting of

Shipbuilding

two consecutive years of red ink.

Automobiles

[Chart 9]
Shipbuilding, construction and
shipping company operating
income-to-sales ratios1)
12

(%)

Electronics
Steel
Machinery

(%)
2010

2011

2012

12

9

9

6

6

3

3

0

0

Chemicals

Note: 1) As of end-March 2013
Source: KMV

[Chart 11]
Rates of increase1) in bank and
non-bank2) SME loans
15

-3

(%)

(%)
15
Non-banks

-3

-6
Shipbuilding

Construction

Shipping

Banks

10

10

5

5

0

0

-5

-5

-6

Note: 1) Operating income / Sales
Source: KIS-Value

Looking at the Expected Default
Frequencies (EDF) in major industries as well, with the construction
industry at 9.1%, the shipping industry at 8.5% and the shipbuilding
industry at 5.9%, the possibilities of
default in these industries appear

-10
2009

2010

2011

2012

-10

Notes: 1) Year-on-year
2) Based on insurance companies, credit-specialized financial institutions, mutual credit cooperatives and mutual savings banks
Sources: The Bank of Korea, Financial Supervisory
Service

very high compared to those in
other industries.
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a large decline is being seen in SME
loans by non-bank financial institu-

The financial difficulties of small-

tions, which small SMEs mainly use.

sized enterprises are intensifying.
Although banks’ extensions of SME

Further, a look at SME lending based

loans have been increasing recently,

on the company sales volumes

to enterprises with large sales volumes to be on the one hand increasing, while the share of loans to enter-

[Chart 13]
Commercial bank net income and
BIS capital ratio
15

(trillion won)

(%)

Net income (LHS)

16

BIS capital ratio (RHS)

prises with small sales volume on the
other hand continues to drop.
[Chart 12]
Proportions1) of SME loans, by
company sales amount
40

(%)

(%)
2010

10

14

5

12
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shows the weight of the amount lent

40

2011

30

2012

30

0

2008

2009

2010

2011

10

2012

Sources: Commercial banks’ business reports
20

20

10

10

0

0

to be restoring. The share of banks’
short-term loans in their total lend-

Less than
1 billion won

1 billion~ less
than 6 billion won

6 billion~ less
than 30 billion won

30 billion won
and over

Annual sales amounts

Note: 1) In total financial sector SME lending
Source: NICE

ing is at a very high level compared
to those seen in major countries. The
rate of increase in SME lending has
slowed compared to the increase rate
in large enterprises, and the collater-

[Financial System Stability
Assessment]
3⃞ In the banking sector, profitability

[Chart 14]
Loan maturity1)2) structures of
major countries

has worsened somewhat, due for
example to the decline in the loanto-deposit interest rate spread. Asset
soundness has, however, continued
at its 2011 level, thanks to the efforts
to dispose of bad assets, while capital
adequacy is also maintaining a satisfactory level.
Commercial banks’ weakened financial intermediary function since the
global financial crisis does not seem

0

20

40

60

80

100

0

20

40

60

80

100

Notes: 1) As of end-2012 2) Based on remaining maturity
3) Excluding Germany
Sources : Domestic banks’ business reports, ECB, Deutsch
Bundesbank, Central Bank of the Republic of China,
FDIC four Japanese city banks
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ing market slump and the rise in cor-

[Chart 15]
Loan increase rates1) and proportions of
collateralized loans2), by borrower type
(%)

deposit interest rate and the Bank of

<Collateralized loan proportions>

<Loan increase rate>
40

porate credit risk, the spread between

(%)
Large enterprises

40 65

(%)

Korea Base Rate is tending to

(%)
65

decrease owing to domestic banks’

Households
SMEs

30

30 55

passive attitudes toward attracting

55

deposits.
20

20 45

45
Large enterprises

10

10 35

0

0 25

Loans to self-employed business

SMEs

35

owners, which have increased greatly
since the second half of 2011, have

25

become exposed to credit risk due to
-10

2009.3

2011.3

-10 15
H1 2006
2012.12

15
H2 2012

H1 2010

credit concentrations in some industries and collateral. Loans to the real

Notes: 1) Year-on-year
2) Including guaranteed loans
Sources: Commercial banks’ business reports

estate & rental, wholesale & retail
and food & accommodation indus-

al-oriented lending practice is not

tries, whose profitabilities are declin-

improving.

ing, account for close to 58% of total
lending (as of end-2012).

Amid a narrowing in the options for
In terms of collateral, among entire

asset management due to the hous-

lending to self-employed business
[Chart 16]
Spread between bank time deposit
interest rate1) and the BOK Base Rate,
and proportions of savings-type
deposits by amount
(%, %p)

(%, %p)

4

3

(%)

(%)

4 46

46

44

44

42

42

3

[Chart 17]
Rates of increase in and proportions
of bank loans to self-employed business owners, by industry
20

(%)

Rate of increase in wholesale&retail industry lending (LHS)
Rate of increase in food&accomodation industry lending (LHS)
Rate of increase in real estate&rental industry lending (LHS)
Proportion of loans to wholesale&retail, food&accomodation
and real estate&rental industries (RHS)

(%)
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2
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collateralized loans amounts to 57%.
Of this, the majority (84%) is based
on commercial use real estate collat-

[Chart 17]
Mutual credit cooperative net income
and ROA1)
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collection.
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owners the proportion of real estate-
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Note: 1) Net Income / Total Assets
Sources: Financial institutions’ business reports, the
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4⃞ Financial soundness is deteriorating
in some parts of the non-bank financial sector, amid poor business performances in the sector as a whole.

0
` Q4 2009

Q4 2010

Q4 2011

0
Q4 2012

Sources: Financial institutions’ business reports,
the respective federations

Even though their funding conditions improved in H2 2012, mutual

increase in default risk due to the

credit cooperatives’ profitability and

delay in economic recovery, the pos-

asset soundness deteriorated in line

sibility exists of financial soundness

for example with the limitations on

worsening further at some coopera-

asset management and the increase

tives with insufficient loss absorption

in borrower credit risk. Given the

capacities.
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[Chart 21]
Card loan actual delinquency rate1)
and proportion of long-term delinquencies2)
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ed due to difficulties on the asset
management stemming from the
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low interest rates. Their capital adequacy is maintaining generally satisfactory levels, however.
The growth and profitability of credit
card companies is declining, influenced by the delay in economic
recovery, by the authorities’
strengthening of regulations, and so
on. The default rate on card loans

2
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2011.6
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2012.6
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Notes: 1) Before sales and write-offs
2) Amount delinquent 6 month or longer / Amount
delinquent 1 month or longer
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has been rising recently, in concert
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with the economic slump. The pro-

Mutual savings banks recorded a net

portion of long-term delinquencies

loss in 2012, continuing on from

in total overdue card loans has risen

2011, as their lending and deposit-

significantly, from 11.8% as of year-

taking activities contracted with their

end 2011 to 20.8% at end-2012.

ongoing restructuring and the weak-

2

(trillion won)

(%)

ing of fee competition since the global financial crisis, the increase in
2

0

0

-2

-2

-4

-4

online stock trading, and so on.
Notably, with profitability having
declined markedly since 2012, reduc-

-6

tions in branch office numbers,
restructuring (sales / liquidations) of
small and medium-sized companies,

-6
Whole sector net income (LHS)
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worsening, in line with the deepen-

[Chart 22]
Mutual savings bank net income
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5⃞ The domestic financial markets have
shown stable movements, in line
with the decreasing volatility of price

ening of their bases for operation.

variables owing to the decline in

Moreover, the unsecured household

international financial market unrest

loan delinquency rate and ratio of

since the second half of 2012.

substandard-and-below loan are
increasing.

Since the application for corporate
rehabilitation proceedings by

Securities company profitability is

Woongjin Holdings in September
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FX volatility1)
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ferentiation in the corporate bond
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increases in foreign reserve holdings
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The expanded global liquidity sup-

Owners” through increasing its

plied through the quantitative easing

Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loan by 1.5

by major countries can react sensi-

trillion won in October 2012. Based

tively to a possibility of changes in

on this, it launched small business

major country monetary policy

owner

stances, and it is possible that the

November 12, 2012. On March 29,

volatility of foreign investor funds

2013, to ensure that financial institu-

will increase.

tions’ supply of conversion loans can

conversion

loans

on

be expanded to respond the launch
[Policy Response Efforts and Future

of the People’s Happiness Fund, it

Challenges]

then temporarily extended the range
of small self-employed business own-

7⃞ The Bank of Korea has been devoting
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ers covered.3)

substantial policy efforts to main-

In April 2013, the BOK reorganized

taining financial system stability by

the Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loan

improving the macroprudential

system with an emphasis on

soundness conditions. The BOK has

enhancement of the potential

closely monitored changes in domes-

growth and expansion of employ-

tic and overseas financial and foreign

ment creation capacity through the

exchange market conditions, and to

cultivation of “creative SMEs” in the

deal with the occurrence of market-

early stages of their establishment.

destabilizing factors such as North

First, to support enterprises possess-

Korea-related geopolitical risk, the

ing exceptional technology and in

BOK has tried to ease financial mar-

operation for seven years or less, the

ket unrest by putting an emergency

Aggregate Credit Ceiling Loan was

response system into immediate

increased (9 → 12 trillion won) by new

operation involving for example a

establishment of the Technology-based

Monetary Response Measures Team.

Startup Support Ceiling (3 trillion

To expand financial inclusion for the

won). Along with this, in considera-

vulnerable classes, the BOK estab-

tion of the great difficulties of export-

lished a new “Special Support Ceiling

ing SMEs owing to the recent weak-

for Small Self-employed Business

ening of the Japanese yen, the exist-

3) The range of small business owners eligible for Bank of Korea Aggregate Credit Loan ceiling support was
changed from those with annual incomes of 45 million won and below and credit ratings from 6 to 10
previously, to all those in that income group regardless of credit rating – temporarily for six months
(from April 1 to September 30, 2013).

investment fund flows of foreigners,

(0.75 → 1.5 trillion won), and to ease

by for example having foreign

SMEs’ financing costs the interest

exchange banks separate and report

rate on Aggregate Credit Ceiling

these fund flows in accordance with

Loan was cut from an annual 1.25%

the investment products concerned

to 0.5 ~ 1.25% per year.

– stocks, bonds, derivatives, etc. In

The Bank of Korea has made efforts

situations of occurrence of external

to closely examine and analyze sys-

uncertainties, large amounts of

temic risk factors in the financial sec-

Treasury bonds reaching maturity,

tor, for example through joint exam-

and so on, this is expected to be use-

inations, and has worked to reflect

fully applied to analyze the move-

the results in its policies. Between

ments of standby funds and their

July 2012 and March 2013, it con-

influences on the financial and for-

ducted periodic comprehensive

eign exchange markets.

examinations, jointly with the

Heightening of foreign exchange

Financial Supervisory Service, of six

soundness was promoted by flexibly

banks including Kookmin Bank,

operating the macroprudential poli-

Shinhan Bank and the Industrial

cy measures for the foreign exchange

Bank of Korea. Together with this, it

sector. In response to the possibility

conducted periodic comprehensive

of expanding volatility of foreign

examinations of Shinhan Investment

capital flows following the additional

Co. and Korea Investment Co., to

quantitative easing by advanced

check their settlement risk manage-

countries, the ceilings on forward FX

ment statuses and compliance with

positions of foreign exchange banks

funds transfer regulations.

were tightened4) in December 2012.

In December 2012 the Bank of Korea

In January 2013, the “Korea-China

and the government improved the

Currency Swap Fund Trade Settlement

system for reporting of securities

Support System5)” was introduced, to

Summary of Financial Stability Report

ing trade finance ceiling was raised

4) The ceilings on banks’ forward FX positions were tightened from December 1, 2012 – from 40% to
30% of capital in the cases of domestic banks and from 200% to 150% for the branches of foreign
banks.
5) The transactions subject to Bank of Korea yuan currency swap fund support are transactions for Chinese
yuan currency import settlement in which domestic banks provide domestic importers fixed-term
loans, or transactions in which domestic banks provide yuan currency export payments to domestic
exporters in advance. The support interest rate applied is the Shanghai Interbank Offered Rate (SHIBOR), and the period of support is either three or six months. In addition, to boost system use convenience, domestic banks are accepting applications for yuan currency support at any time, and early
repayment of the support funds is also permitted in accordance with domestic firms’ actual trade settlement periods.
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alleviate constraints in the process of

er, there is a likelihood of household

trade settlement between firms of

and corporate financial soundness

the two countries due to the settle-

worsening due to external factors

ment currencies by ensuring that the

such as the trend of Japanese yen

two countries’ central banks can pro-

weakening. There is also scope for

vide support with funds from their

financial stability to be impeded –

won/yuan currency swaps.

due to the possibility of expansion in
capital flow volatility following any

The BOK’s efforts to boost the safety

changes in monetary policy stances

and efficiency of the payment and

of major advanced countries, to eco-

settlement systems were also sus-

nomic entities pursuit of high

tained. Support was given to the

returns owing to the low interest

related institutions to ensure that the

rates, and so on. Policy efforts will

Principles for Financial Market

thus have to be strengthened going

Infrastructures (PFMIs)6) issued in

forward as well, as follows.

April 2012 were smoothly implemented in Korea. In October 2012 a

9⃞ To secure financial system stability,

financial microSD standard was

the Bank of Korea will operate its

enacted, to heighten mobile finan-

monetary and macroprudential poli-

cial service stability and improve

cies harmoniously. First of all, while

users’ convenience.

ensuring that consumer price inflation is maintained within the infla-
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8⃞ The domestic and overseas financial

tion target over a medium-term hori-

markets have been stable, in line

zon, the Bank will conduct its mone-

with the easing of external uncer-

tary policy with an emphasis on sup-

tainties and upgrades of Korea’s sov-

porting recovery of the Korean econ-

ereign credit rating since the second

omy’s growth. In addition, to pre-

half of 2012, and foreign exchange

pare against the possibility of any

soundness is sustaining a satisfactory

expansion in volatility of foreigners’

picture as well. Amid the delay in the

portfolio investment fund flows, the

domestic economic recovery, howev-

BOK will operate its macroprudential

6) Following the raising as issues since the global financial crisis of expansion of the over-the-counter
derivatives market infrastructure and the need for modification of international standards related to the
operation of financial market infrastructures, the BIS Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems
(CPSS) and the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) established and
announced consolidation of the three existing sets of international standards related to the payment
and settlement systems.

ties due to overinvestment, business

exchange sector flexibly, in consulta-

slumps, etc., it is necessary to thor-

tion with the government and the

oughly investigate the survival

supervisory authorities as necessary.

capacities of these companies on the

The government will meanwhile also

criteria of their growth. Based on

have to sustain its efforts to establish

this, decisive restructuring of firms

the fiscal discipline to secure mid-

deficient in growth and insolvent

term fiscal soundness.

should then be carried out, so that
any spread of financial market anxi-

[10] Efforts to prevent the household

eties related to credit risks of compa-

debt problem from changing into a

nies in these industries can be con-

systemic risk must be strengthened.

trolled in advance. In addition, with

While on the one hand continuing

regard to firms in other industries as

to push ahead with inducement of a

well, restructuring must be continu-

lengthening of home mortgage loan

ously carried out in accordance with

maturities7), to gradually stabilize the

their earnings structures, growth,

household debt-to-income ratio,

and so on.

Summary of Financial Stability Report

policy measures in the foreign

there is a need to push on as well
with such things as the expansion of

[12] Given the limits on SME access to

employment opportunities through

the corporate bond and CP markets,

cultivation of promising future

the situation of almost complete

industries, restoration of the balance

SME reliance on financial institution

between corporate and household

loans for their funding continues. In

incomes, etc. Housing market stabi-

line with this, the possibility is high

lization must be promoted by focus-

of SME financial difficulties intensi-

ing on the revitalization of housing

fying sharply in any case of occur-

transactions and, through this, the

rence of credit crunch due to domes-

easing of expectations of housing

tic or external shocks. There is a need

price decline.

to normalize the CP market, which
was used as a valuable source for

[11] With regard to the construction,

funding by SMEs in the past, and to

shipbuilding and shipping indus-

increase the accessibility to SMEs of

tries, which are experiencing difficul-

the corporate bond market as well.

7) It is necessary to push ahead according to plan on increasing the conversion of existing home mortgage
loans into Korea Housing Finance Corporation securitization conforming loans, and on the introduction of a covered bond system.
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To this end the financial infrastruc-

ties investment, will also have to be

ture must be developed, through for

supported, by expanding the finan-

example improvement of the credit

cial intermediary function through

rating capacities of the credit rating

the lengthening of loan maturities

agencies and boosting of SMEs’

and so on. In addition, to ensure that

accounting transparency. There is a

the regional concentration of finan-

need in addition to consider mea-

cial intermediation can be eased,

sures supporting corporate bond and

measures needs to be taken for the

CP issuance by firms suffering finan-

financial institutions domiciled in

cial difficulties owing to the deepen-

the local areas to search for actively

ing of credit differentiation, for

local sources of revenue.

example through revitalization of
the primary-CBO system in the short
term.

[15] In line with the low interest rates,
market funds are moving to the relatively high yield funding products

[13] Banks’ loss absorption capacities

offered by non-bank financial insti-

must be strengthened, in preparation

tutions. Should these funds become

against the possibilities of household

concentrated in high risk-high return

and corporate loan defaults. For this

assets they could act as a factor caus-

purpose asset soundness will have to

ing systemic risk going forward, and

be maintained at satisfactory levels

the monitoring of non-bank finan-

through the sales and write-offs of

cial institutions including shadow

bad loans, and provision coverage

banking must therefore be strength-

ratios will also have to be maintained

ened. There is a need as well to rein-

at sufficient levels.

force examination related to the possibility of defaults on assets of mutu-

[14] Financial institutions must devote

al credit cooperatives, credit card

efforts to strengthening their abilities

companies, etc., whose management

to evaluate companies’ and house-

soundnesses have recently been dete-

holds’ credit, and to ensuring that

riorating.

funds can be supplied to borrowers
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with low to medium-level credit rat-

[16] Support policies for the vulnerable

ings as well, within the ranges of

groups must be reinforced, for exam-

their repayment capacities. Long-

ple by the expansion of financial

term corporate funding stability, and

inclusion. For the vulnerable groups,

through this an expansion in facili-

for whom normal economic activi-

efforts for expanding the related sta-

household debt servicing capacities,

tistics will thus first need to be

there is a need to push ahead with

strengthened.

interest payment burden reductions
and maturity extensions, debt payment rescheduling, etc. Related to
this, efficient operation of the
People’s Happiness Fund launched
on March 29, 2013 will have to be

Summary of Financial Stability Report

ties are difficult due to their lack of

promoted. Especially, to ensure that
debtors’ moral hazard can be minimized, rigorous follow-up management measures must be achieved
such as the imposition of penalties
for unqualified borrowers’ benefits.
Policy efforts will have to be pushed
ahead with as soon as possible to set
up a support system that can deal
with the decline in financial soundness of small self-employed business
owners. With the retirement of the
baby-boom generation the establishment of self-employed businesses is
increasing, competition in the business will deepen even more, and due
to this there is a possibility of bankruptcies and business closures occurring en masse. In connection with
this, there are many difficulties in
accurate analysis of self-employed
business operators, through statistics
about bank loan to them or household finance surveys. To ensure that
small self-employed business owners’
statuses can be effectively grasped,
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Appendices

Monetary Policy Decisions
April ~ June 2013

Monetary Policy in April 2013

ment front, the increase in the number
of persons employed has accelerated,

The Monetary Policy Committee of

centering around the 50-and-above age

the Bank of Korea decided today to leave

group. Going forward, there is no change

the Base Rate unchanged at 2.75% for the

to the Committee’s forecast that the

intermeeting period.

domestic economy will show a negative
output gap for a considerable time, due

Based on currently available informa-

mostly to the slow recovery of the global

tion, the Committee considers the mod-

economy and to the influence of Japan-

erate economic recovery in the US to

ese yen weakening.

have continued but economic activities
in the euro area to have remained slug-

Consumer price inflation declined

gish, while economic indicators in

slightly to 1.3% in March, from 1.4% the

emerging market countries, led by China,

previous month, due mainly to decreases

have continued their trends of improve-

in the prices of agricultural, livestock and

ment. The Committee expects the global

fisheries products, while core inflation

economy to sustain its modest recovery

excluding the prices of agricultural and

going forward, but judges that the uncer-

petroleum products rose slightly to 1.5%,

tainties related for instance to the delay

from 1.3% in February. Inflation appears

in economic recovery in the euro area

likely to remain relatively low, due to the

and to fiscal consolidation in the US

weakening of demand-side pressures.

remain as downside risks to growth.

However, the Committee forecasts that it
will rise above its current level in line
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In Korea, although exports have main-

with the partial disappearance of down-

tained their trend of recovery and invest-

ward pressures from institutional factors.

ment-related indicators have rebounded,

As for housing prices, those in Seoul and

the Committee appraises economic

its surrounding areas continued on their

growth to have sustained its weak level,

downtrend and those in the rest of the

as consumption has continued its decline

country on their moderate uptrend.

of the previous month. On the employ-

erate economic recovery in the US to

have fallen substantially and the Korean

have continued but the sluggishness of

won has depreciated significantly against

economic activities in the euro area to

the US dollar, as foreigners’securities

have deepened, while the trends of

investment funds have flowed out in line

improvement in economic indicators in

with the reemergence of euro area risk

emerging market countries such as China

and with the increase in geopolitical risk

have been weaker than initially anticipat-

in Korea. Long-term market interest rates

ed, with the result that some central

have continued their downtrend, primar-

banks, including the ECB, have cut their

ily on concerns about the slowdown in

policy rates. The Committee expects the

economic recovery.

global economy to continue its modest

Monetary Policy Decisions

In the financial markets, stock prices

recovery going forward, but judges that
Looking ahead, the Committee will

the downside risks to growth remain con-

closely monitor external risk factors and

siderable due chiefly to uncertainties

Korea’s geopolitical risk and any conse-

related for instance to the sluggishness of

quent changes in financial and economic

economic activity in the euro area and to

conditions, continue its efforts to lower

the implementations of fiscal consolida-

inflation expectations, and conduct

tion in major countries.

monetary policy so as to keep consumer
price inflation within the inflation target

In Korea, exports have maintained

range over a medium-term horizon while

their trend of recovery, albeit at a modest

ensuring that the growth potential is not

pace, but the Committee appraises eco-

eroded due to the continuation of slow

nomic growth to have remained weak,

growth.

with indicators related to domestic
demand alternating between improvement and worsening. On the employ-

Monetary Policy in May 2013

ment front, the increase in the number
of persons employed has accelerated,

The Monetary Policy Committee of

centering around the 50-and-above age

the Bank of Korea decided today to lower

group. Going forward there is no change

the Base Rate by 25 basis points from

to the Committee’s forecast that the

2.75% to 2.50%.

domestic economy will show a negative
output gap for a considerable time, due

Based on currently available informa-

mostly to the slow recovery of the global

tion, the Committee considers the mod-

economy, to the influence of Japanese
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yen weakening, and to the geopolitical

Rate cut and the economic policies of the

risk in Korea.

government including the supplementary budget, strive to improve the senti-

Consumer price inflation recorded

ments of economic agents and lower

1.2% in April, a level similar to that in

inflation expectations, and conduct

the previous month (of 1.3%). Core infla-

monetary policy so as to keep consumer

tion excluding the prices of agricultural

price inflation within the inflation target

and petroleum products was 1.4%, also

range over a medium-term horizon while

similar to its March level of 1.5%. The

ensuring that the growth potential is not

Committee forecasts that inflation will

eroded due to the continuation of slow

remain low for the time being, provided

growth.

there are no occurrences of exceptional
factors on the supply side. As for housing
prices, the downtrend of those in Seoul

Monetary Policy in June 2013

and its surrounding areas slowed as transactions increased, and those in the rest of

The Monetary Policy Committee of

the country continued on their moderate

the Bank of Korea decided today to leave

uptrend.

the Base Rate unchanged at 2.50% for the
intermeeting period.

In the financial markets, stock prices
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and the exchange rate have fluctuated

Based on currently available informa-

substantially under the influence chiefly

tion, the Committee considers the mod-

of concerns about geopolitical risk in

erate economic recovery in the US to

Korea and about worsening corporate

have continued but economic activities

performances, and the consequent out-

in the euro area to have remained slug-

flows of foreigner stock investment

gish, while emerging market countries

funds. Long-term market interest rates,

such as China have shown slightly lower

while greatly influenced by foreigners’

economic growth than initially anticipat-

investment in bond futures, have fluctu-

ed. The Committee expects the global

ated in response to changes in expecta-

economy to sustain its modest recovery

tions related to monetary policy and the

going forward, but judges that the uncer-

economy.

tainties related for instance to the possibility of an earlier-than-expected tapering

Looking ahead, the Committee will

off of US quantitative easing policy and

closely monitor the effects of the Base

to the implementations of fiscal consoli-

agricultural products. As for housing

downside risks to growth.

prices, those in Seoul and its surrounding
areas remained generally steady, and

In Korea, consumption and facilities
investment have declined but the Com-

those in the rest of the country continued their slight uptrend.

mittee appraises economic growth to be
continuing, albeit weakly, as exports

In the domestic financial markets, just

have improved and construction invest-

as in the international financial markets,

ment has increased to a great extent. On

stock prices have reversed to sharp

the employment front, the number of

declines, affected mainly by the possibili-

persons employed has increased, center-

ty of an earlier-than-expected tapering off

ing around the 50-and-above age group

of US quantitative easing. Long-term

and the service sector. Due to a slow-

market interest rates have risen signifi-

down in the uptrend in employment in

cantly and the Korean won has also

the manufacturing sector, however, the

depreciated to a considerable extent.

Monetary Policy Decisions

dation in major countries remain as

increase was smaller in May than in the
previous month. Going forward there is

Looking ahead, the Committee, while

no change to the Committee’s forecast

closely monitoring the trends of changes

that the domestic economy will show a

in external risk factors and the effects of

negative output gap for a considerable

the previous month’s Base Rate cut and

time, due mostly to the slow recovery of

the economic policies of the govern-

the global economy.

ment, including the supplementary budget, will conduct monetary policy so as to

Consumer price inflation declined to

keep consumer price inflation within the

1.0% in May, from 1.2% the previous

inflation target range over a medium-

month, owing mainly to decreases in the

term horizon while ensuring that the

prices of agricultural and petroleum prod-

growth potential is not eroded due to the

ucts, while core inflation excluding agri-

continuation of slow growth.

cultural and petroleum product prices
rose to 1.6%, from 1.4% in April. The
Committee forecasts that inflation will
remain low for the time being, provided
there are no occurrences of exceptional
factors on the supply side such as fluctuations in the prices of international oil and
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Organization of the Bank of Korea
(As of June 2013)

MONETARY POLICY COMMITTEE

GOVERNOR

SENIOR DEPUTY
GOVERNOR

AUDITOR

DEPUTY
GOVERNORS(5)

DEPARTMENTS
IN HEAD OFFICE
(14)

•Planning & Coordination
Department
•Communications
Department
•Information Technology
Department
•Personnel & Administration
Department
•The Bank of Korea
Academy
•Research Department
•Economic Statistics
Department
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DOMESTIC
BRANCHES
(16)

•Macroprudential Analysis
Department
•Monetary Policy &
Markets Department
•Payment & Settlement Systems Department
•Currency Department
•International Department
•Reserves Management
Group
•Economic Research
Institute

OVERSEAS
REPRESENTATIVE
OFFICES (5)

•Busan
•Daegu &
Gyeongbuk
•Mokpo
•Gwangju &
Jeonnam
•Jeonbuk
•Daejeon &
Chungnam
•Chungbuk

AUDIT
DEPARTMENT

•Gangwon
•Incheon
•Jeju
•Gyeonggi
•Gyeongnam
•Gangneung
•Ulsan
•Pohang
•Gangnam

•New York
•Frankfurt
•Tokyo
•London
•Beijing

The Bank of Korea’s Internet Web Site

1. Press releases and publications are posted on the Bank of Korea’s web Site
(http://www.bok.or.kr)
2. Internet Web Site Menus are set out below :
Objectives of Monetary Policy
Monetary Policy Framework
Monetary Policy Committee
Monetary Policy Decisions
Monetary Policy

Monetary Policy Instruments
Monetary Policy Transmission Mechanism
Monetary Policy Reports
Monetary Policy since the Global Financial Turmoil

Financial Stability
Payment Systems
FX & Int'l Relations
Recent Papers & Publications
By subject
Research Papers

Periodicals
Books
BOK Working Papers

Currency

Monthly
Quarterly
Semiannual
Annual

Other Papers

Press Releases
Governor’s Message
Introduction
Organization
Function
About BOK

Releases & Publications
The Bank of Korea Act
Location
The Bank of Korea CI
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List of Publications
Periodical
Frequency

Language

Dissemination
Type*

The Bank of Korea

Annually

English

P, O

Annual Report

Annually

English

P, O

Financial Statement Analysis

Annually

English

O

Financial System in Korea

Annually

English

O

The Korean Economy

Annually

English

O

Annual Report on the Payment and
Settlement Systems

Annually

English

O

Monetary Policy Report

Semiannually

English

P, O

Financial Stability Report

Semiannually

English

P, O

Economic Papers

Semiannually

English

P, O

Inflation Report

Semiannually

Korean

P, O

Quarterly Bulletin

Quarterly

English

P, O

Economic Analysis

Quarterly

English

P, O

BOK Economic Outlook

Quarterly

Korean

P, O

Monthly Bulletin

Monthly

Korean

P, O

BOK Working Papers

Occasionally

Korean

P, O

BOK Economic Brief

Occasionally

Korean

O

BOK Economic Review

Occasionally

Korean

P, O

BOK Issue Note

Occasionally

Korean

P, O

Monetary Policy in Korea

Occasionally

English

O

Title

* Note ∶P : printed publication, O : available on-line at the Bank of Korea’s web site

Statistics
Title
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Contents

Frequency

Dissemination
Type*

Major national economic statisMonthly Statistical
Bulletin

tics covering money and banking, prices, balance of payments,
foreign trade, industry, employment, national accounts, etc.

Monthly

P, B

Title

Contents

Economic Statistics

Statistics included in the Month-

Yearbook

ly Statistical Bulletin and others

Principal Economic
Indicators

Frequency

Dissemination
Type*

Annually

P, B

Semimonthly

B

Monthly

B

Monthly

B

Monthly

B

Every 5 years

P, B

Monthly

B

Principal indicators and the statistics included in the Monthly
Statistical Bulletin
Statistics on monetary aggregates(M1, M2, M3, etc.), the

Money & Banking

principal accounts of CBs & SBs

Statistics

and other financial institutions,
capital market trends, principal
interest rates, etc.
Statistics on the issuance and
withdrawal of banknotes and

Regional Financial

coin by the BOK’s branches, the

Statistics

deposits and loans of the BOK,
CBs & SBs, other financial institutions by province, etc.
Current

account,

capital

account, financial accounts,
Balance of Payments

exports & imports by type of
goods, indexes of foreign trade
and terms of trade, etc.
Brief review of price movements, statistical compilation

Price Statistics
Summary

procedures and statistics on the
producer price index for 923
commodities, and export and
import price indexes for 227
and 222 goods.
Brief analysis of price movements and statistics on producer

Monthly Prices

price index, export price index,
import price index, prices of
major world trade commodities,
etc.
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Title

Contents

Frequency

Dissemination
Type*

Every 5 years

B, C

Annually

P, B, C

Quarterly

P, B

Annually

P, B

Quarterly

P, B

Outline of compilation method,
inter-industrial structure of the
Korean economy, transactions
Input-Output Tables

tables, input coefficients matrices, production inducements
coefficients matrices, supporting tables
Principal indicators of national
accounts, consolidated accounts

National Accounts

for the nation, income accounts
by institutional sector, capital
finance account by institutional
sector, supporting tables

Gross Domestic
Product

Gross domestic product by kind
of economic activity, expenditure on gross domestic product
Summary of survey results,
description of survey methods,
explanation

of

company

accounts and financial analysis
Financial Statement
Analysis

ratios, statistics of estimated balance sheets, income statements,
statistics of cost of goods manufactured, funds flow statements
and financial ratios, series of
major countries’ financial
analysis ratios, etc.
Financial surpluses and deficits
by economic sector, fund raising and investment by non-

Flow of Funds
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financial sectors, the financial
sector’s sources and uses of
funds, accumulation of financial assets

* Notes ∶P : printed publication,
B : on-line database system (ECOS, accessible via the Bank of Korea’s Web Site),
C : CD-ROM

List of the Bank of Korea Working Papers*
Serial No.

Title

2010-1

Japanese Income Gap : Current Status and Its Implication

2010-2

In the Post Crisis Debate about the FRB’
s Position

2010-3

The Major Contents of U.S. Reforming Financial Acts and Forecast

2010-4

The Implications of the cases of Sovereign Debt Default
for the Southern Europe’
s Financial Crisis

2010-5

The Current Status and Implication of the Business in low income groups
(BOP: Base of the Economic Pyramid)

2010-6

Policy Implications of the IT Industry-oriented Growth

2010-7

The Major Contents of Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act

2011-1

Business Succession in Japan : Present Practice and Its Implication

2011-2

Korean Overseas Construction : Current Status and Challenges

2011-3

The Arrival of“the Period of Displaced Elderly”in Japan and Policy in Response

2011-4

Analysis of supply chain in manufacturing industries

* Published in Korean only.

List of the Bank of Korea Economic Brief*
Serial No.

Title

2010-12

Decline in Household Savings Rate and its Policy Tasks

2011-1

The Background of the Increase in the Volatility of Won/Dollar Exchange
Rate and its Implications

2011-2

Analysis of Factors Affecting the Changes in Term Structure of Interest Rates

2011-3

Characteristics and Current Status of Nonviable SMEs

2011-4

Current Status of and Suggestions for Quality Job Supply and Demand

2012-1

Analysing the Sluggish Money Growth after the Global Financial Crisis

* Published in Korean only.
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Titles of Articles Appearing in Monthly Bulletin*
July 2012 ~ June 2013
July 2012
◇⃞ Effect of Factors Behind Oil Price Changes on Industrial Production
◇⃞ Case Studies of Central Banks’Credit Risk Management and Their Implications
◇⃞ The Current World Economic movements and Future Outlook
August 2012
◇⃞ Major Characteristics and Implications of General Public Inflation Expectation Indicators
◇⃞ Analysis of Determinants of Bank Lending in Korea
◇⃞ Payment and Settlement Trends in the First Half of 2012
September 2012
◇⃞ Current Development of ETFs in Korea and its Policy Implications
◇⃞ Balance of Payments in the First Half of 2012
October 2012
◇⃞ Analysis of Channels through which Financial Easing in Advanced Countries Is
Transmitted to Emerging Market Countries and Its Influences
◇⃞ Flow of Funds in the First Half of 2012
November 2012
◇⃞ Analysis of the Employment Substitution Relationship between Younger and Older Age
Groups
◇⃞ Financial Statement Analysis for 2011
◇⃞ Trends of Total Deposit at Commercial & Specialized Banks during the First Half of 2012
December 2012
◇⃞ Projections of Medium- to Long-term Consumption Structure
◇⃞ Analysis on Intraday Time Structure and Implications
◇⃞ Explanation of the Intermediate Inflation Target for 2013 ~ 2015
January 2013
◇⃞ Testing Uncovered Interest Parity in Korea and Its Implications
◇⃞ Price Trends in 2012
◇⃞ Financial and Foreign Exchange Market Trend in 2012
February 2013
◇⃞ Analysis and Implication of Relationship between Trade Finance and Exports
◇⃞ Details of Major Revisions of Financial Legislation in 2011
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* Published in Korean and English(Summary only)

March 2013
◇⃞ Analysis of Relationship between Current Uncertainty and Consumption
◇⃞ Analysis and Implications of Industry specific Factors Causing Changes in Production since
the Global Financial Crisis
◇⃞ Payment and Settlement Trends in 2012
◇⃞ Balance of Payments in 2012
April 2013
◇⃞ Uncertainty of GDP Gap Estimation and Moneytary Policy
◇⃞ National Accounts in 2012
May 2013
◇⃞ Analysis of FDI Flows to Major Asian Emerging Market Countries
◇⃞ Flow of Funds in 2012
June 2013
◇⃞ Report on the Construction of a Fiscal Model Based on the Bank Quarterly
Macro-econometric Model (BOK12)
◇⃞ 2012 International Investment Position by Region and Currency
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Titles of Articles Appearing in Quarterly Bulletin
March 2010 ~ March 2013
March 2010
◇⃞ Current Economic and Financial Movements
◇⃞ Analysis of Price Trends in 2009
◇⃞ Payment and Settlement Trends in 2009
June 2010
◇⃞ Governor’
s Bank of Korea 60th Anniversary Address
◇⃞ Current Economic and Financial Movements
◇⃞ Summary of Financial Stability Report
◇⃞ Flow of Funds in 2009
◇⃞ The Structure of the Korean Economy : Analyzing the 2008 Input-Output Tables
September 2010
◇⃞ Current Economic and Financial Movements
◇⃞ Monetary Policy Statements
◇⃞ Financial Statement Analysis for 2009
◇⃞ Payment and Settlement Trends in the First Half of 2010
December 2010
◇⃞ Current Economic and Financial Movements
◇⃞ Monetary Policy Statements
◇⃞ Major Characteristics and Performance of BOK-Wire+
◇⃞ Outcomes of 2010 G20 Summit and Future Tasks
◇⃞ Summary of Financial Stability Report
◇⃞ Flow of Funds in the First Half of 2010
March 2011
◇⃞ Current Economic and Financial Movements
◇⃞ Monetary Policy Statements
◇⃞ Price Trends in 2010
◇⃞ Payment and Settlement Trends in 2010
June 2011
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◇⃞ Governor’
s Address upon the Bank of Korea’
s 61th Anniversary
◇⃞ Current Economic and Financial Movements
◇⃞ Monetary Policy Decisions
◇⃞ Summary of Financial Stability Report
◇⃞ Flow of Funds in 2010
◇⃞ The Structure of the Korean Economy : Analyzing the 2009 Input-Output Tables
◇⃞ Policy Responses to Moderate Capital Flow Volatility

September 2011
◇⃞ Current Economic and Financial Movements
◇⃞ Monetary Policy Decisions(Jul.~Sep.)
◇⃞ Financial Statement Analysis for 2010
◇⃞ Payment and Settlement Trends in the First Half of 2011
December 2011
◇⃞ Current Economic and Financial Movements
◇⃞ Monetary Policy Decisions(Oct.~Dec.)
◇⃞ Summary of Financial Stability Report
◇⃞ Flow of Funds in the First Half of 2011
March 2012
◇⃞ Current Economic and Financial Movements
◇⃞ Monetary Policy Decisions(Jan.~Mar.)
◇⃞ Major Contents and Significance of the 8th Bank of Korea Act Revision
◇⃞ Analysis of Price Trends in 2011
◇⃞ Payment and Settlement Trends in 2011
June 2012
◇⃞ Current Economic and Financial Movement
◇⃞ Analysis of the Knock-on Effects of Individual Factors Driving Change in Oil Prices and
Re-building the BOK’
s Model of the Global Economy(BOKGM)
◇⃞ Flow of Funds in 2011
◇⃞ Summary of Financial Stability Report
◇⃞ Monetary Policy Decisions(Apr.~Jun.)
September 2012
◇⃞ Current Economic and Financial Movements
◇⃞ Analysis of the Effects of Total Factor Productivity on Employment
◇⃞ Payment and Settlement Trends in the First Half of 2012
◇⃞ Monetary Policy Decisions(Jul.~Sep.)
December 2012
◇⃞ Current Economic and Financial Movements
◇⃞ The Impact of Uncertainty on Economic Growth in Korea
◇⃞ Flow of Funds in the First Half of 2012(preliminary)
◇⃞ Summary of Financial Stability Report
March 2013
◇⃞ Current Economic and Financial Movements
◇⃞ Korea’s Capital Flow pattern after Capital Liberalization
◇⃞ Analysis of Price Trends in 2012
◇⃞ Payment and Settlement Trends in 2012
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